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Abstract—Many software systems must always stay operational, and cannot be shutdown in order to adapt them to new requirements. For such systems, dynamic software evolution techniques are needed. In this paper we show how we can exploit automated refactorings to improve a software the component structure of a software system while the system is running in order to facilitate future evolutions. We report on some experiments we performed in Smalltalk to achieve this goal.

I. INTRODUCTION
People always say that you should never change a system that is working. However, even if a software system seems to work properly from a user’s point of view, it may be difficult to maintain or adapt from a developer’s point of view. As such, it may be very cumbersome to evolve the system by adding a new feature, fixing a bug or porting the system to a new environment.

In all these situations where a software system is not flexible enough to allow for a certain change, the technique of software refactoring can be used. According to Fowler [1], a refactoring is “a change made to the internal structure of software to make it easier to understand and cheaper to modify without changing its observable behaviour.” Refactorings can be used to simplify the structure of a software system in order to prepare it for a certain evolution step.

Now suppose we have a running system, and we would like to evolve it without shutting it down. This is a much bigger challenge since there are considerably more constraints on the running system. Refactoring techniques would be very useful here too. For example, by reducing the coupling between components in a running system, we could at the same time increase the system performance (from a user point of view) and its understandability and evolvability (from a developer point of view).

Until now, refactorings have only been investigated in the context of source code restructuring. The main contribution of this paper is to show the use and feasibility of applying dynamic refactorings, i.e., refactorings that modify a running system.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In order to be able to apply refactorings to a running system, we need to be able to dynamically modify the structure and behavior of the software that is being executed. To this extent we need a software system that has full reflective capabilities. According to Pattie Maes [2], refection is the ability of a program to manipulate as data, something that is representing the state of the program during its own execution.

A reflective system is able to reason about itself by the use of metacomputations – computations about computations. For permitting that, such a system is composed out of two levels: the base level, housing the base computations and the metalevel, housing the metacomputations. Both levels are said to be causally connected. This means that, from the base level point of view, the application has access to its representation at the metalevel and that, from the metalevel point of view, a change of the representation will affect ulterior base computations.

Because the focus of this paper is on refactorings, we restrict ourselves to class-based object-oriented languages. Object-oriented languages like Java are excluded because of the limitations of their reflective capabilities. Smalltalk, on the other hand, is fully reflective: everything is an object, and can thus be taken apart, queried for information and possibly be modified. Even messages are objects, and can thus be monitored and modified when they are sent or received [3].

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION
A. Terminology
In order to provide a sound basis for starting a discussion on how we plan to do dynamic evolution, we first need to establish a common vocabulary that will be used throughout this paper.

A software system is assumed to consist of a set of processing components with directed connections indicating the communication that occurs between the components. A component is a processing entity that can request and provide services. In class-based OO languages, components typically consist of interrelated classes, which are communicating through message passing. A connection is a directed communication from one component - the initiator of the communication to another component - the recipient. This connection contains all important messages sent between the classes contained in the initiator component and the recipient component. Connections indicate
that the component might initiate transactions.

A transaction is an exchange of information, by means of message sends, between two and only two components, initiated by one of the components. Transactions are the means by which the state of a component is affected by other connected components in the system. Transactions consist of a sequence of one or more message exchanges between the two connected components. It is assumed that transactions complete in bounded time and that the initiator of a transaction is aware of its completion. The completion of transactions at the initiator is required to ensure correct termination of the change management protocol that will be described later.

Figure 1 introduces the notation that we use to show what the structure of a base-level software system looks like. In this notation, the system is represented as a directed graph of components and connections. The big edge in the directed graph represent a connection between two components.

B. Detecting the dynamic component structure

Most of the time, we do not know the dynamic component structure of an application described as a directed graph of nodes (components) and edges (connections), but instead we only have the source code of the application. The dynamic component structure reflects the way objects need to be grouped into components based on their communication patterns. To increase cohesion and reduce coupling between components, objects that exchange many messages between one another should be clustered into the same component.

In order to detect which objects can be clustered together, static source code analysis does not suffice. First of all, static analysis only provides an approximation of the possible runtime behaviour. Second, since we reason about object-oriented code, we need to take into account dynamic information such as late binding and polymorphism. Third, since Smalltalk is a dynamically typed programming language, we need to do at least some amount of dynamic type inferencing.

Therefore, we decided to resort to a dynamic analysis of the program. We use statistical information that we obtain by monitoring execution traces of the application at runtime. This can be achieved by using a two-level architecture. While the application is running normally at the base level, a monitoring application will be located at the metalevel. Such applications already exist [4], but do not meet all our needs. That is why we developed our own monitoring application that collects information on running applications. That information is used to cluster classes that are very related together into components. The messages that go from a class in a certain cluster to a class in another cluster, will be captured in connections.

C. The dynamic evolution framework

In [5], [6] we presented a first version of an evolution framework [7]. It shows how we apply a two-layered architecture to allow the modification of the behavior of running applications. For doing so, we instrument the base-level application with calls to a metalevel monitor at every point where communication between components occurs. During execution, the monitor passes control to the concerned components (following the metalevel representation of the application), making its presence unnoticeable. This is illustrated in figure 2.

In order to evolve the application, the user has to change the application’s representation in the monitor. To that extent, a runtime API is included so that on-line interaction with the monitor becomes possible. The functionalities of the API include the addition, the removal and the modification of system components, and their relations. Each of these operations have their pre-conditions, which have to hold before the operation is actually carried out by the framework [8]. When modifying an existing component, problems could rise concerning state consistency [9].

D. Dynamic refactoring and evolution

1) Detecting possible refactorings: In order to decide which part of the code needs to be refactored to facilitate future evolutions, we use the information obtained from the monitoring application to verify at regular time intervals whether the current component structure should be modified. It this happens to be the case, the proper refactorings will be suggested to be applied with our without user interaction.

2) Change Management Protocol: An evolution or refactoring typically replaces a set of components \( C_1, C_2, C_3, \ldots \) by their new versions \( C'_1, C'_2, C'_3, \ldots \). We use the notation \( \Delta C_i \) to denote the difference between \( C_i \) and \( C'_i \). In this section, we rst define a set of atomic steps - change transactions - that can be used to compute \( \Delta C \) in an automated way.

In object-oriented programs, components typically consist of some related objects, that on their turn consist of instance variables and methods. Most of the relations between the objects are caught in the methods and instance variables. This is why our meta-object protocol currently implements the following set of atomic change transactions. (In the future we intend to extend this set to cover a more realistic set of applications.)

- **changeName** Changes the name of a class.
- **addMethod** Adds a method to a class. As a result, all
objects that are instance of this class will automatically understand this new method thanks to Smalltalk’s method lookup mechanism.

**remMethod** Removes a method from a class. As a result, all instances of this class may no longer understand this method. Hence, one should be very careful with this operation as it can give rise to runtime exceptions. We will explain how to deal with this later in this section.

**chaMethod** Modi es the implementation of a method in a class. Again, this will have an impact on all objects that are instance of this class or one of its subclasses.

**addInstVar** Adds an instance variable to a class. As a result, all objects that are instance of this class have a new variable they can use to store values. By default, the value will be set to nil.

**remInstVar** Remove an instance variable from a class.

**chaSuper** Changes the parent of a class. This will change the inheritance hierarchy, and as a result the methods that any object of this class, or of any of its children, can understand.

**deactivate** Deactivates a component – all the classes and instances it contains – to make sure that no transaction will occur in the component. When a component is deactivated, all transactions are put in a waiting list.

**activate** Allows the component – all the classes and instances it contains – to resume its execution. All waiting transactions will be processed upon activation.

By monitoring the users’ actions when evolving on one copy of $C$ to $C'$, we can automatically obtain $\Delta C$. Afterwards, the operations that need to be performed, in order to comply with possible preconditions of certain actions, are inserted in order to obtain the change transaction sequence; the sequence of all atomic change steps. That sequence is then used to evolve the online $C$ to $C'$.

The main benefits of this approach are the preservation of the state and object identity, as we will keep on working on the same (already existing) component $C$. Replacing an entity $C$ would involve the creation of $C'$, the swapping of all relations from $C$ to $C'$, the deletion of $C$ and the mapping of the state from $C$ to $C'$. Evolving the existing $C$ component to $C'$ only involves the creation of $C'$ and the propagation of the changes on $C$. This implies that there will be no more relation swapping problems and less state mapping problems.

A second benefit is the possibility to test the new version of the component in one. In order to validate $C'$, we need to perform some tests. First we need to perform component testing (testing the internal behavior of the component), and then we need to do system testing (testing the external behavior of the component - its relation with the other components).

Every one of the atomic change transactions has some specific requirements that need to comply before the transaction can be carried out. For instance, we cannot remove a certain method $m$ that is still called somewhere. So before removing $m$, the methods in which $m$ is called, must be modifi ed so that they do not call $m$ anymore. For including these preconditions in the rules, we have to introduce states. A method or instance variable is in a removable state if it is not called anymore. For modifying methods or instance variables, we need to make sure that the components that use them, are deactivated, so that no inconsistencies are introduced while changing the component. So we can say that instance variables or methods are in a modifiable state, if they cannot be called while the evolution is occurring. Adding a method or instance variable does not have any precondition, so we say that the precondition for adding always holds true.

When the backtracking algorithm completes, it outputs the best set of atomic transactions that can be followed in order to bring $C$ to $C'$. Note that it is guaranteed that a valid path will be found as $C$ and $C'$ are both composed of objects that are in their turn composed of methods and instance variables. In the worst case, all methods and instance variables of all objects in $C$ can be removed, and the methods and instance variables of all objects in $C'$ then added. From the moment the best path is found, the change transaction set is established.

3) Managing consistency: Informally, we can say that a consistent application state is a state from which the system can continue processing normally rather than progressing towards an error state. A system is viewed as moving from one consistent state to the next, as the transaction processing continues. In fact, application transactions modify the state of the application, and, while in progress, have transient state distributed in the system. While transactions are in progress, the internal states of nodes may be mutually inconsistent. So we should also avoid the loss of application transactions and make sure that we achieve a consistent state after carrying through a change. This consistent state requires that there is no communication in progress between the affected components nor with their environment.

For making sure that no communication is occurring while a certain component is being modifi ed, we introduce the concept of deactivated components. Such components will queue all incoming transaction requests, and carry them out whenever they get activated. The evolution framework that we proposed in section III-C, offers the functionality of activating and deactivating system components. Note that the current implementation goes out from an asynchronous messaging system, and that transactions that are queued, will not proceed. Such an approach will make sure that consistency is preserved, but will also make the entire application stop, unless it is developed in a distributed way (with multiple threads). In class-based systems, deactivating a component means that we will deactivate all its class and all living instances of that class and bring them in a modifiable state.

4) Carrying out refactorings and evolutions: From the moment we have the change transaction sequence, we can start implementing these changes on the running system. In this phase, the atomic changes of the transaction set will be implemented in the system one by one. While most of them can be done transparently, some may require the programmer’s interference. This is the case when there is a state involved, that needs to be preserved. Concretely, when an instance variable is deleted or modifi ed, the question arises what has to
happen with the value of that instance variable. Either the value can be ignored, or its is needed later in a new instance variable that will be added. Consequently, when an instance variable is added, the programmer is also requested to interfere, and to tell whether the variable should be initialized with a certain value. For example, using Euros instead of Belgian Francs in our bank accounts requires us to use the following formula: 'take the old value and multiply it by 40,3399, and use it as the new value'.

For methods in class-based systems, things are much simpler. Because methods are only referenced through the class itself, adapting them on the class level does the job.

IV. Example

We validate our approach by working out the simple example that we shortly introduced above. In that example we have a software system with clients, travel agencies and hotels, as the basic components (Fig. 3). When a certain client wants to go on a holiday, he contacts an agency he knows. That agency can then book a room in a hotel, by using the bookAndPay:for:from:till: interface that is provided by the Hotel component. This service makes sure a room is booked and payed for.

Imagine that, at a certain time, we might want to allow reservations that are not payed at the same time than making reservations. For adding that functionality to the system, we need to split up the bookAndPay:for:from:till: service in two different services: book and pay. For not affecting existing agencies, that still might want to use the bookAndPay:for:from:till: service, that service must still be provided by the Hotel component. For not having code duplication, that service will invoke the book and pay service in its time, as we can see in Fig. 4.

Imagine that, at a certain time, we might want to allow reservations that are not payed at the same time than making reservations. For adding that functionality to the system, we need to split up the bookAndPay:for:from:till: service in two different services: book and pay. For not affecting existing agencies, that still might want to use the bookAndPay:for:from:till: service, that service must still be provided by the Hotel component. For not having code duplication, that service will invoke the book and pay service in its time, as we can see in Fig. 4.

Table 1 shows the atomic changes that are needed for performing this evolution. This specification is passed to the Evolution Framework, that handles all those steps, and thus carries out the evolution. As, in this case, there is no state modification involved, the user won’t have to interact with the system anymore and the evolution gets carried out totally automatic. The resulting architecture can be seen in Fig. 4.

V. Conclusion

In some cases, software systems can not be turned off for carrying out an evolution. This triggers the need for a framework that supports dynamic evolution. We suggested to apply dynamic refactorings to improve the runtime component structure of object-oriented software systems. The approach relies on the reflective properties of the underlying programming language in order to modify the application’s behavior.

Our framework uses a monitor at meta-level that keeps track of the base-level application. This monitor detects the dynamic architecture of the application by collecting statistical information about the messages sent between objects. This information is used to determine the dynamic software architecture in terms of components and connections. Whenever this structure changes, dynamic refactorings can be triggered to evolve the component structure at runtime.

Currently, we are in the process of implementing the above framework in Smalltalk. The framework allows the addition, removal, or modification of base-level components while the system is running. The framework provides facilities to establish atomic change sequences, manage consistency, preserve object identity and state, and apply dynamic refactorings and evolutions.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Atomic change</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C3 &gt; Hotel</td>
<td>addMethod</td>
<td>&quot;pay:&quot; [met.Body]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract

A software system’s structure degrades increasingly during its lifetime and therefore it gets harder and harder to maintain. As a result the structure needs to be reconditioned from time to time. The problem is to change the structure at the appropriate places, since an improvement at one spot might lead to a degradation at another. This paper describes a new methodology that, starting from an initial structure, computes a behaviorally equivalent structure, having better metric and heuristic values being used to assess the structure’s quality. This new structure can then be used to derive the refactorings needed to transform the existing source code. The main idea is to treat the problem as a search problem and to solve it using a genetic algorithm.

1 Introduction

The structure of a software system inevitably degrades during its life cycle, because the system and therefore its structure has to be adapted to new and changing requirements, that are unforeseen and have to be implemented within a tight time frame. Since the structure has a major impact on the costs of system maintenance, it has to be reconditioned from time to time.

The difficult task is to change the structure at the appropriate places, since an improvement at one spot might lead to a degradation at another. In order to change the structure, existing behaviorally preserving refactorings [7] can be used. To determine whether a change has been successful the quality of both structures can be measured using known metrics and heuristics [3], like e.g. low coupling between subsystems or as few god classes[3] as possible in a system.

Consider for example the structure shown in figure 1. Placing Class1 and Class2 into Subsystem1 and Class3 and Class4 into Subsystem2 would certainly lead to reasonable coupling and cohesion values, however it would also introduce a direct cyclic dependency between the two subsystems.

Figure 1. Example structure

The goal of this work is to develop a methodology for object-oriented systems that, starting from an existing system structure, determines a structure with better metric values and fewer violations of good object oriented design principles.

Such a methodology must at first be global: the overall structure has to be improved, since a local improvement can lead to a degradation at several other places. This also means that several metrics and heuristics should be considered. At second, it should be semi-automatic: User input should be requested only before and after the procedure is applied. And at third, it has to be practical, which means that the externally observable behavior must not be changed and it needs to be able to process real life systems.

2 Approach

Since the used metrics and heuristics can have a contradicting influence on each other, the general idea is to consider the task as a search problem. Metrics and heuristics have to be formulated as a cost function and well established techniques like genetic algorithms or hill-climbing can be used to find a solution. In this case the search space consists of a number of behaviorally equivalent systems. Since real life systems consist of thousands of structural elements and a large number of behavior preserving refactorings [7] are known, it is quite clear, that the search space is very large. Therefore for the moment we limit ourselves to the following three types of refactorings, thus drastically reducing the search space: move element (e.g. moving a class from one subsystem to another one), split up element (e.g. splitting up a class) and merge existing elements (e.g creating a new
class by combining two existing classes). Of course an element can be deleted, if all its members have been moved to other elements.

Even though the number of possible types of refactorings is limited to three atomic ones, they can have an impact on quite a large number of metrics and heuristics for subsystems and classes. If a desired architecture is given, e.g. a layered architecture, and there are several violations, the approach can try to determine another system that complies to the given architecture by moving classes around. Applying these refactorings can improve coupling, cohesion and complexity metrics. Coupling values between subsystems or classes should be as low as possible [6]. Cohesion inside subsystems or classes should be as high as possible. Heuristics like e.g. god class or data class[11], address the problems that entities contain too many or too few elements or are too complex with respect to e.g. control flow. Examples for other heuristics are Cyclic dependencies and Bottlenecks. Cyclic dependencies between two or more entities are typically undesired. Bottlenecks are entities, which know about and are known by too many other entities [3].

Further metrics and heuristics can be found in [11]. All theses metrics and heuristics are related to size and placement of elements. We consider this as a two phased process. The first phase deals with proper placement and size of elements making the system more understandable, while the second phase tackles the problem of improving inheritance hierarchies. For solving this optimization problem, techniques such as hill-climbing can be used. However, our preferred optimization technique is a genetic algorithm, since it allows a more efficient traversal of the search space and makes it easier to avoid local extrema.

2.1 Overview

Figure 2 shows the general steps of the approach using a genetic algorithm. Optimization is not done on source code directly, but on an abstract structure model, on which the refactorings can be simulated and the fitness function can be calculated. During a precalculation step, the existing structural elements need to be classified, since not all elements of one type can be treated in the same manner. Utility subsystems for example do not need to have low coupling values to other subsystems, because they provide functionality, that should be used elsewhere.

Several potential solutions are considered at a time. In this case the existing structure model is copied \( n \) times. With the help of the genetic operators mutation and crossover, the \( n \) solutions are randomly modified or new solutions are created by taking some parts of two existing solutions. Using the fitness function and a tournament selection strategy [2] the most promising \( n \) elements are selected. Before the algorithm starts, the user can define the fitness function manually, by selecting several metrics or heuristics as well as by changing thresholds. The optimization goal is reached after a certain number of evolution steps. Then the new structure is presented to the user, who can carry out the actual transformations either manually or by means of a tool. The list of refactorings to be done can be easily back traced by comparing the initial structure of the system with its final structure and finding out which elements have been moved, created or deleted. Since optimizing a whole system at once might be a little bit confusing for the developers, our approach is designed to be carried out in two steps. In the first step, one should improve the subsystem design and in the second step class design inside one ore more subsystems can be optimized. It might be useful to carry out step one again, in order to benefit from the better class design.

2.2 Subsystems

The usually needed pre- and postcondition checks can be left out when optimizing subsystem design. All possibly occurring violations are visibility problems or name clashes, that can be resolved by the user afterwards. However, it is important to come up with a proper model and representation, a fitness function and suitable operators for the genetic algorithm.

Our model is a graph with directed edges, whose nodes can be either subsystems or classes. Elements inside classes like methods are collapsed into the class they belong to. The relations between those elements e.g. method calls are moved up to relations between the classes. All relations leading to dependencies between classes have to be modeled, e.g. method calls or attribute declarations. In our representation genes are sequences of subsystems and therefore they can have different lengths [2]. The mapping between subsystems and classes is stored separately. Since most of our operators work on subsystems, we preferred this representation instead of the conventional one, in which genes are sequences of classes.

Our mutation operators are: move a class from one subsystem to another, split a subsystem into two different sub-

![Figure 2. Algorithm](image-url)
systems, merge two different subsystems into a subsystem and delete an empty subsystem. These mutations are not applied completely randomly. The current metrics and heuristic values are taken into account. For example, classes are not moved to a subsystem, that is completely independent from the current one. The advantage of this limited randomness is, that a better solution can be found faster, since only promising mutations are chosen. Our crossover operator tries to conserve as many subsystems as possible [2]. At first, whole subsystems inherited from two parents one and two are copied to a new child. The subsystems taken from parent one which contain classes belonging to more than one subsystem are removed. In a second step all classes not belonging to a subsystem need to be assigned to one of the existing subsystems.

Our fitness function is a so called multi modal fitness function. Each of the individual functions calculates a value between one and zero.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{cohesion} & : \sum_{i=1}^{#s} \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{#c(s_i)} \#k(c_j)}{\#r(c_i)} \\
\text{coupling} & : \sum_{i=1}^{#s} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{\#O(s_i)} \#r(s_i) \right) + \#r(s_i) \\
\text{complexity} & : \sum_{i=1}^{#s} \left( \text{com}(s_i) \times \frac{\#c(s_i)}{\#c} \right) \\
\text{cycles} & : \sum_{i=1}^{#s} \frac{\text{size}(\text{acc}[i])}{\text{maxDeg}} \\
\text{bottlenecks} & : \sum_{i=1}^{#s} \frac{\text{min}(\text{inDeg}(s_i), \text{outDeg}(s_i))}{\text{maxDeg}}
\end{align*}
\]

Currently we are using standard coupling and cohesion metrics as parts of our fitness function [1]. To measure cohesion for a system \(s\), we sum up for each subsystem \(s_i\) and for each class \(c_j\) inside \(s_i\) the number of different classes inside \(s_i\) known by \(c_j\) (\#k(c_j)) and divide this by the square of the number of classes in \(s_i\) (\#c(s_i)). This value is then normalized by dividing the overall sum by the number of subsystems (#s).

Our coupling value for a subsystem \(s_i\) is calculated by counting the number of relations going to other subsystems \(s_j\) (\#rO(s_i)) divided by the overall number of relations \(s_i\) is involved in (\#r(s_i)). This number is weighted by multiplying it with \#r(s_i) divided by the overall number of relations (#r).

The complexity function requires four parameters. Complexity is considered to be optimal (1) if it is inside the interval \([\text{minO}, \text{maxO}]\). The value is linearly interpolated between zero and one inside the intervals \([\text{minU}, \text{minO}]\) and \([\text{maxO}, \text{maxU}]\). Figure 3 shows how such a fitness function looks like. Size can be measured using for example number of classes or control flow complexity.

The fitness value for cycles is calculated by summing up the size of strongly connected components. To give higher penalties to cycles with more than two entities involved, we usually use a factor \(k \geq 1\). To normalize the fitness value, the sum is divided by the number of subsystems. For calculating the bottleneck metric for a subsystem we measure the in-degree and out-degree and divide the minimum of the two by the highest in- or out-degree (maxDegree) value currently found.

2.3 Classes

The goal of this next step is to improve the class design by moving attributes and methods around and splitting or merging classes. Behavior preservation is more difficult to guaranty in this case, since changing a class can change the objects created at runtime.

When moving methods around the biggest challenge is updating the call sites, since one needs a reference to an object of the type the method has been moved to. Adapting this so called access-chains is usually considered a manual task. But in our case, since we want to simulate multiple movements one after the other, we have to make sure, that a new reference can be calculated. Since checking pre- and postcondition is language specific, we started creating a methodology for Java and plan to extend it later.

During a first step, we select the methods and attributes that can be moved around. E.g. polymorphic methods, that implement or override a method of a superclass cannot be moved. Methods that can be moved around easily are e.g. static methods. The model used here is an extension of the model used for subsystem optimization. New model elements are e.g. parameters, local variables and of course the access chains to attribute accesses and method calls.

Currently, we are using for types of transformations: We can move static attributes and methods. Methods can be moved to a class, when the method has a parameter of the target class, or the containing class has an attribute whose type is the target class. These restrictions allow us to adapt access-chains easily. Attributes can be moved, when the containing class and the target class have a one to one relationship between corresponding objects at runtime. Classes can be split and merged if their objects have a one to one relationship at runtime.

Our fitness function for this step has not been completely
defined yet, but of course we intend to use coupling, cohesion and size metrics similar to the metrics used for subsystem optimization. Additionally we plan to use heuristics like god class, data class, superclass knows subclass [11].

3 First experiments

We have developed a first prototype that can be used to improve the partition of subsystems. At the moment, we are able to process systems written in Java and C++. Our first case study is an application developed in-house, consisting of about 80000 LOC, 200 classes and 3000 methods. Development started about seven years ago, and until recently, no explicit subsystem boundaries have been defined. But as the system grew, we wanted to come up with a proper modularization of the system.

Using our approach, that takes into account - in addition to coupling, cohesion and complexity - cycles and bottlenecks, we received a satisfying modularization. Average subsystem size was about 8 classes, there were no cycles between them, only a few bottlenecks and acceptable coupling and cohesion values. One important observation is, that we found results with similar coupling and cohesion values, but different number of cycles and bottlenecks. Concerning runtime, one execution of the optimization process with a population size of 100 and 250 evolution steps took about eight minutes on a Pentium 4 at 1,4 Ghz with 512 MB of RAM.

4 Related Work

The idea to generally treat software engineering as a search problem is described in [4]. Our work focuses on the aspect of optimizing the structure of a system.

In the area of design improvement there are several people dealing with the modularization of software systems [9][1][8]. Some of them use genetic optimization techniques as well, but their fitness function is usually limited to coupling, cohesion and complexity. They only try to improve the modularization into subsystems and do not consider class design.

An approach using a similar technique to ours can be found in [10]. However the goal of this approach is a different one. The authors want to improve the design of inheritance hierarchies. As far as we can tell, they do not consider pre- and postconditions for their refactorings.

The approach described in [12] tries to improve the system structure as well, but only locally for one bad structure at a time.

Another approach for improving subsystem structures can be found in [5]. User input is necessary while applying the procedure and not like we demanded only beforehand and afterwards.

5 Conclusion and next steps

The goal of the methodology in this paper is to find a behaviorally equivalent structure for a given software system, which is better with respect to the used metrics and heuristics. The idea is to treat the task as an optimization problem, where metrics and heuristics are formulated as a fitness function.

One of our next steps is to develop a complete fitness function for evaluating class designs. The method itself has to prove its usefulness in further case-studies, for improving subsystem and class design. To make the approach even more powerful the question of modifying inheritance relationships has to be addressed, since many heuristics assess the quality of inheritance hierarchies.
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Abstract

The paper takes a document-oriented view of source-code transformation and describes how an underlying XML representation for source code can be used to support refactorings. The method preserves all documentary structure of the source and is applied in a straightforward manner.

1. Introduction

We view the transformation of source code, for the purpose of software evolution, as a heavily document-oriented activity. Transformations, such as refactoring, are a mapping from source-code documents to source-code documents. Automating these types of transformations is integral to supporting the evolutionary process since this can be a time consuming and error prone task if done manually. However, the final result of the transformation must be in the form readable by the developer for it to be useful for continued evolution. A successful software-evolution transformation must easily support all aspects of the document including its lexical, structural, syntactic, and documentary nature.

The transformation must preserve the programmer's view of the document. Not doing so may mean the rejection of the system, as described in a number of studies on real world projects [4, 8]. In [4] examples are given on large projects where any potential changes to the system had to be presented to the programmers in the exact view of the source code that they were familiar with. If not, the proposed changes were rejected.

In [8] the concept of the documentary structure of source code, whose elements include all white space and comments, is presented. It is described as what a programmer places in the source code for the sole purpose of assisting whoever is reading the program. Examples given show that white space, such as line breaks and indentation can be more important than comments and that the notion of a single comment is not well defined.

This documentary structure is often at odds with the linguistic structure of the program. Unfortunately for many parse-tree-based approaches, this documentary structure is completely lost. Attempts to preserve these ties often result in the documentary structure not being easily integrated back into the representation. There are exceptions to this problem however and one notable example is the DMS systems by Baxter [1]. The DMS project has gone to great lengths to address this specific issue by storing important textual items within the underlying abstract-syntact graph.

Any transformation approach for software evolution must preserve documentary structure and must allow it to be a first-class part of the document. A successful analysis and transformation system will allow a combination of changes to any of the text, whether or not it is part of the formal syntactic structure.

In contrast to these requirements, software-development tools typically take a totally compiler-centric approach of representing the source code as a syntax tree according to the formal linguistic structure of the program. It has been observed that these compiler-centric approaches are often not a good match to the problems that they are trying to solve [6, 8].

Our approach takes a very document-oriented XML approach to the transformation of source code. We developed a robust parser to markup C++ source code in a lightweight representation. This allows us to leverage XML technologies for tasks such as fact extraction and transformation.

In order to realize document-oriented source-code transformation, a sophisticated underlying infrastructure is necessary. As such, the approach is built on top of an XML representation of the source code developed to support program-analysis tasks, namely srcML [2, 3, 7]. This representation explicitly embeds high-level syntactic information within the source code in such a way that it does not interfere with the textual/documentary context of the source code. The representation is unique in that it preserves the programmer’s view of the source code while at the same time explicitly adding parts of the
abstract syntax to the source. srcML directly supports such tasks as lightweight fact extraction, source-code transformations, and the integration of source models (e.g., call graphs) using XML tools and standards. It also supports the embedding of meta-information into the source (e.g., hyperlinks).

We will describe our underlying approach and demonstrate via a simple example how it can be used to transform source code (i.e., refactor) in a document and syntactic preserving manner. Lastly we discuss our future plans and direction for this research.

2. Transformation of Source Code

srcML is an XML representation of the complete contents of a source-code file. All text (including white space) from the original source-code file is preserved in its original ordering. XML meta-characters, including '"', '>', and '&' are stored in an escaped form, i.e., '&lt;', '&gt;', and '&amp;' respectively. A special representation is used for the form feed character that is not able to be directly represented or escaped in XML. Per the XML standard, line ends in the source-code file are normalized to a single character. Generating the original contents of the source-code file from the srcML representation is straightforward.

The XML elements of srcML surround the text that they describe including syntactic structures e.g., elements class, function, if, while, etc., documentary structure, e.g., element comment, and preprocessor statements, e.g., element cpp:directive. The srcML markup stops at the expression level with elements for identifiers (element name) and function calls (element call).

The srcML representation is relatively compact with a 5 to 7 times increase in file size over the source-code document. A robust source code to srcML translator exists with the ability to translate at over 7500 LOC per second. The translator currently handles the C/C++ languages. With srcML, XML transformations can be used to perform non-intrusive transformations on source code. Transformation can be performed on any selected element of the syntactic or documentary structure, while simultaneously preserving all other elements.

The transformation process is shown in Figure 1. The source-code document, src, is converted by the srcML translator into an equivalent srcML document, srcML. XML transformations of the srcML document convert srcML to srcML'. Afterwards, the transformed srcML document, srcML', is translated back to a source-code document, src'.

We carefully define srcML so that srcML documents can be transformed using any desired XML transformation approach, e.g., SAX, DOM, XSLT. This is different than a data-oriented approach (e.g., GXL) that has little or no connection to the original document.

A srcML transformation can be performed non-intrusively. All elements of the source-code document, including documentary structure, such as white space, preprocessor directives, etc., can be passed unaltered through the transformation. An identity XML transformation at the srcML level, i.e., srcML is identical to srcML', is equivalent to an identity transformation at the textual level, i.e., src is identical to src' (with the possible exception of a change in end-of-line character). Only the source-code elements that require changes are altered in any way. Of special note is the preservation of white space. Some XML processors consider white space in elements insignificant and by default normalizes them. However, our experience has found that careful use of these tools allows the process to preserve these elements.

A specific transformation of current interest is refactoring, a source-to-source transformation that preserves program behavior. The purpose of refactoring is to improve the overall structure of the code so that it can be more easily extended, repaired, and to increase comprehension.

Current refactoring tools have difficulty with the preservation of documentary structure, and in languages such as C++, only a limited number of refactorings from the catalog are supported with automation. In addition, tools that can perform refactorings are very carefully constructed for specific refactorings. Most tools cannot be easily enhanced or extended, and they do not provide a general purpose format and/or language that can be used by a programmer to adapt them to their own use, or to write additional transformations [8].

The rest of this section will demonstrate a non-intrusive refactoring of source code via using an XML transformation. The example shown is a refactoring from Fowler’s [5] titled “Replace Nested Conditional with Guard Clauses”. This refactoring replaces a conditional statement wrapped around normal (i.e., non-error)
processing with a guard clause placed before normal processing. The guard clause performs an early return from the method when an error occurs. Fowler argues for the removal of the nested conditional because it hinders the comprehension of the normal execution path. An example of a function undergoing the refactoring is shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3.

In order to perform the refactoring an XSLT program was written. The XPath template matching of XSLT is particularly well suited to XML document transformation. We will now describe important parts of the XSLT program.

In order to limit changes only to the parts of the document that is desired we use a default copy template so that, unless otherwise specified, the elements and text will go through the refactoring unaltered. This includes all elements and text. Doing so preserves all documentary structure, statements, and preprocessor statements.

This expression matches all *src:*if elements whose condition contains the same name as the parameter *$cname*. This parameter contains the name of a function call that this example uses to identify a nested conditional. After matching the nested conditional the main template generates the guard clause and converts the former contents of the guard clause so that they are at the top level of the function. In addition, it fixes the indentation on these contents so that their indentation lines up with the rest of the program. We will now look at how a document view can be used to support these two parts of the transformation.

The main template uses another template, with the mode attribute “guard”, to construct the guard clause. An *if*-statement embeds the condition from the nested conditional and inserts a *return*-statement as below:

```xml
if (!<xsl:value-of
    select="src:condition/src:expr"/>)
  return -1;
```

This demonstrates an advantage of the transparency of srcML. It is not necessary to markup all new, generated code in srcML. Explicit source-code text can be used in the transformation program interspersed with XML programming statements. If full srcML markup is needed, this partial srcML document can be converted to source code, and then processed by the srcML translator to generate a fully-marked srcML document. After the creation of the guard clause the main template calculates the previous indentation of the *if*-keyword using the XPath: *preceding-sibling::*text()[*1]*. 

```
int factorial(int n) {
    // factorial value
    int product = -1;
    // check for proper values
    if (!is_non_negative(n)) {
        // calculate factorial
        product = 1;
        int i = 1;
        while (i <= n) {
            // update the product
            product *= i;
            // next value
            ++i;
        }
        //now the factorial
        return product;
    }
    //now the factorial
    return product;
}
```

Figure 2. The original function uses a nested conditional to check the status of the input parameter.

```
int factorial(int n) {
    // factorial value
    int product = -1;
    // check for proper values
    if (!is_non_negative(n))
        return -1;
    // calculate factorial
    product = 1;
    int i = 1;
    while (i <= n) {
        // update the product
        product *= i;
        // next value
        ++i;
    }
    //now the factorial
    return product;
}
```

Figure 3. The transformed, refactored function on the right uses a guard clause and preserves the normal processing.
The remainder of the main template handles the contents of the nested conditional and "un-nests" the contents. The entire contents of the block are converted to a single string. The braces at the start and end of the block are removed by extracting a substring of the block that removes the first and last characters.

This allows the transformation to work at multiple levels. We are able to identify where the block is by using the syntactic elements. Even though the contents of the block contain syntactic elements, we are able to ignore the syntactic elements and process the contents of the block as a string.

This string is passed to a template that removes these characters from the beginning of each line. The template used for this is not shown, but is a recursive template that splits the strings at the new line and checks for needed trimming of the white space.

The current form of our refactoring has some limitations. First, the identification of a nested conditional (versus normal processing) is limited to a special function name. The user would have to indicate, perhaps by location, the nested conditional. Second, the return-statement has a fixed return value. The value could be indicated by the user, e.g., via a parameter, or deduced from the context. Improvements can also be made to the XSLT program to make it simpler and more straightforward by defining special XPath functions for the string handling, e.g., indentation.

This example demonstrated a flexible, non-intrusive approach to source-code refactoring. By using a source-code representation appropriate to the problem, all levels of source-code information were available for transformation. Although XSLT was used in the example, any XML transformation language or API could have been used.

3. Future Directions

Our current work continues to expand the example shown to the other refactorings in Fowler’s catalog. Even with the example shown, there exist open issues regarding the specification of the location of the refactoring and the matching of the documentary structure. We also plan to compare our method with other transformational/refactoring approaches.

The presented refactoring involved a single source-code file. Refactorings that require more than one source-code file will involve the formation of complex srcML documents, i.e., a single srcML document that contains the representation of multiple source-code files. The srcML format already provides for this by allowing the main element of a source-code file, i.e., the unit element, to be nested. The element unit also already contains attributes to store directory and file information. Therefore a merge and split can be used to perform a single refactoring on multiple files.

A disadvantage of a direct document-oriented source-code representation is the lack of higher-level abstractions. These higher-level models are associations between potentially separate parts of the source code. These source models include call graphs, logical class structures, and task-specific abstractions. The document representation can only mark what is in the code and is unable to directly mark higher level associations.

The representation allows for the integration of the source-model information with the source code. In effect, we actually allowed one to imbed any type of meta-information into the source. XPath expression involving the source model can be used in the location of a particular element in the source code.

This work was supported in part by a grant from the National Science Foundation (CCR-02-04175).
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Source Code Parsing and Fact Extraction
Abstract

This paper demonstrates the use of island grammars as a method for source fact extraction applied in a toolkit for software system analyses. It focuses mainly on practical aspects, by presenting the tools and techniques that are used in this process and by providing a small use case. The first section shows the need for agile parsing techniques in the exploration of legacy software systems. Section 2 contains an overview of the resources used in the island grammar construction process. In section 3 a toolkit for software analyses is presented. To stress the practical aspect of this paper, the toolkit and an analysis based on an island grammar are used in a small use case in section 4. The last section of this paper reflects on the experience of applying island grammars as a technique for fact extraction in software analyses and references related work.

1. Introduction

Software Exploration Exploring legacy software systems can be a daunting task. It is not uncommon to encounter systems with a size in the order of millions of lines of code, consisting of a mix of legacy business languages, domain specific languages, proprietary languages and rare language dialects. Moreover, incomplete sources and embedded languages (such as embedded SQL) present a serious obstacle to explore these systems with traditional parsing tools.

Fact Extraction Lexical analysis techniques often provide a first help to explore the aforementioned software systems. However, not all facts can be extracted by source code scanning alone. As the complexity of source code analyses grow the lexical approach quickly loses its strength since it requires a growing amount of support code. Lexical approaches are usually also targeted at a specific problems which makes them harder to be reused in different situations.

Island Grammars An island grammar [6, 7] is a grammar that consists of two parts: (i) detailed productions describing certain constructs of interest (the islands), and (ii) liberal productions that catch the remainder of the input (the water). The grammar is a partial grammar since it contains only a subset of the productions of a complete grammar. Island grammars meet the extremes of lexical analysis and traditional parsing in the middle. It provides the tolerance and robustness of lexical analyzing, yet it keeps the accuracy and structured approach of context-free parsing. Island grammars therefore are very suited for the exploration of legacy software systems.

Software Analyses The Software Improvement Group (SIG) is a Dutch company where the exploration of legacy software systems is one of the main business activities. The SIG offers software assessments that provides companies insight into their legacy code bases. All assessments are done on the actual source code of the system. An assessment usually consists of a number of fact extracting source code analyses. Due to the limited period of time available for these assessments it is crucial for the company to have software exploration tools that are flexible enough to be quickly adapted for new software systems. In the course of an assessment there is no time to construct new parsers, or even to modify existing parsers.

The SIG has developed its own framework ap-
Application for doing analyses on software systems. An integration of agile parsing techniques, such as island parsing, into this framework enables the company to do extensive software assessments in a relative short amount of time.

2. Island Grammar Construction

Island grammars do not force the use of a particular grammar syntax formalism or parsing technique. This section presents the combination of syntax formalism, parser generator, and grammar development environment that was used for the construction of an island grammar in section 4 of this paper.

2.1. Grammar syntax formalism

A grammar syntax for island grammars preferable should be concise, free of any parsing specific elements and should promote structured grammar design and grammar reuse. SDF [9] (the Syntax Definition Formalism) supports all of these features. SDF has a pure, EBNF-like syntax. It allows the combination of lexical and context-free grammars and its grammar definitions can be modular. Listing 1 in section 4.1 shows an example of an SDF grammar module. Each production of the module consists of a left hand side with mixed lexical/context-free symbols that are injected into a non-terminal symbol on the right hand side.

2.2. Parser generator

Island grammars are inherently ambiguous due to their tolerant behavior. Ambiguities that occur during parsing can not always be resolved with the help of grammar productions alone. Island grammars can produce multiple valid parse trees for the same input (here we speak of a parse forest). It is the parser’s responsibility to select the most optimal tree from this forest based on priorities between rules in the given grammar.

The above mentioned island grammar properties exclude most traditional LR and LL parser generator implementations as candidates for generating island parsers. For the use case in this paper a Scannerless GLR parser [8] (SGLR) was used. GLR (Generalized LR) parsers accept any context-free grammar and support the creation of ambiguous parse trees during parsing. SGLR uses parse tree filters to prune the parse forest afterward.

2.3. Grammar development environment

A grammar development environment enables rapid grammar engineering through a round-trip process of grammar specification, parser construction and parser testing. The environment used for the examples in this paper is the Meta-Environment [1]. The Meta-Environment uses SDF as its core syntax definition formalism and employs SGLR as a parser generator.

3. The Analysis Toolkit

The System Analysis Toolkit (SAT) is the framework application for source code analyses used at the SIG. The software is written in Java, as are all of the analyses. The toolkit has a modular design that allows it to be extended with new analyses or tailored versions of existing analyses.

A source code analysis is done with SAT by creating an analysis network. The analysis network is a directed graph where each node is a functional element of the analysis and each edge controls the flow of data through the network. A node can have multiple incoming and outgoing edges. Analysis networks are built in a graphical environment, and can be executed directly from that environment or in a batch-like manner. Examples of typical analyses performed with SAT are a dependency graph analysis and various software metric analyses (e.g. fan-in/fan-out, cyclomatic complexity, etc.)

Figure 1 shows an example of a very basic SAT network for counting the number of lines in a Java source. The analysis reports both the number of lines with comments included and without comments. The two ViewDataNode boxes at the right show the respective results of that count.

Figure 1. A basic SAT network
4. A Use Case

The application of island grammars in the system analysis toolkit is demonstrated by means of a short use case. The use case shows how a representative analysis, a Java method extraction analysis, can be implemented with an island grammar and how it can be integrated into the toolkit. The method extraction analysis is considered to be representative for the following reasons: (i) most imperative programming languages support some notion of methods (albeit subroutines, procedures, functions, etc.) (ii) the results of this analysis are used in various other analysis, such as fan-in/fan-out, call graph and cyclomatic complexity, (iii) it is not straightforward to express this analysis with lexical techniques (such as regular expressions).

The purpose of this use case is to demonstrate how a widespread, mature programming language like Java can be explored using island grammars. Since complete grammars are available for Java, it may seem odd to choose the island grammar approach. However, even a modern language like Java has its language extensions (e.g. AspectJ, Generic Java) and dialects that require a specialized grammar (see [4] for a discussion of agile parsing techniques based on grammar modifications).

4.1. The island grammar

Each island grammar construction process starts by defining the constructs of interest. In the use case these are the grammar productions for the method header and the method body. Listing 1, extracted from the Java SDF grammar in the SDF grammar base \(^1\), shows the relevant grammar productions.

```
context-free syntax
MethodHeader MethodBody
Modifiers Type MethodDeclarator Throws -> MethodDeclarator
Identifier "(" FormalParameter ""," -> MethodDeclarator
"=" -> MethodDeclarator
MethodDeclarator "[" -> MethodDeclarator
PrimitiveType -> Type
ReferenceType -> Type
Identifier -> VariableDeclaratorId
VariableDeclaratorId "=" -> VariableDeclaratorId
Type VariableDeclaratorId -> FormalParameter
"throws" ( ClassType ""," ) -> Throws
Block "[" BlockStatement ""]" -> Block
Block Block BlockStatement -> BlockStatement
```

Listing 1. Relevant grammar productions

In the island grammar, the production for the non-terminal BlockStatement becomes a catch-all production that consumes all content between a pair of balanced curly braces.

To create an island grammar from this set of productions only a few extra steps have to be taken. First the standard island grammar modules for Layout and Water are included to make the parser discard superfluous whitespace and to make it tolerant for input that is not matched by the constructs of interest productions. Secondly a Comment module is included to prevent false positives inside Java comments. Productions for string literals are placed in the Lexical module. Figure 2 shows the complete grammar module hierarchy for the method extraction island grammar. The numbers behind the module names represent the number of productions each module contains.

```
Figure 2. The module hierarchy
```

The modules Modifiers, Types and Names are included to increase the detail of the parse tree at the method header level. Figure 3 contains a part of the parse tree at this level.

```
Figure 3. The parse tree at the method header level
```

4.2. The parse tree interface

The parse tree interface defines the way data is extracted from the parse tree produced by the island parser. A successful applied method in other

\(^1\)http://www.program-transformation.org/
analyses is based on tree traversal [5]. However, this approach requires extra code in the form of a tree walker implementation and it’s behavior is not easy to modify once it is implemented for a specific analysis. In the use case a more dynamic parse tree interface is used, based on a structured data query language (XPath). Fact extraction expressions can be entered interactively in the analysis network editor of the SAT.

4.3. The analysis network

Figure 4 shows an analysis network for counting the number of methods in a Java class. The SGLR module is a wrapper for the SGLR parser. This module takes as input a parse table, the name of the start production (which is Input in this case) and the Java input source. The SGLR module produces a parse tree in the ATerm [2] format which is imploded and converted to XML in the next two steps of the network. The XPath module receives this data structure and queries it with the expression shown in the left bottom node (count(//Method)). Finally, the result of this query is displayed on the right by the ViewDataNode.

The setup in figure 4 only demonstrates a trivial usage scenario. Another example of a dynamic query that can be done with this network is for example the extraction of all method names (//Method//MethodDeclarator/text()). Finally, the result of this query is displayed on the right by the ViewDataNode.

![Figure 4. A network for Java method counting](image)

5. Concluding Remarks and Related Work

With a practical example this paper has shown that island grammars can be a valuable aid in the exploration of (legacy) software systems.

The island grammar approach has clear advantages over conventional lexical techniques: analyses based on small grammar definitions are easier to maintain, extend and reuse than those built out of a mix of regular expressions and support code.

In combination with an environment for grammar development, a framework for software analyses and light-weighted parse tree extraction methods, a source fact extraction can be realized using island grammars in a short period of time.

For reasons of brevity, we refer to [3, 6, 7] for a detailed discussion of related work.
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Abstract

Fact extractors provide information about target software systems for use in various reverse engineering and program comprehension tools. Fact extractors are too often ad hoc, incomplete and not well documented. Consequently, it is useful to formalize the requirements for fact extraction and how these requirements can be met. Some modern compilers, GCC in particular, provide reliable facts about source code in typed graphs. We propose that software Factbase Extraction as Algebraic Transformations (FEAT) on these typed graphs can support the needs of various reverse engineering and program comprehension tools. In this paper, we argue that relational algebraic transformations are reliable, expressive and easy to expand.

1. Introduction

Fact extractors provide information that is used by reverse engineering and program comprehension tools. Writing a fact extractor is far from trivial, and it is not easy to keep an extractor up to date. As new tools emerge they demand new kinds of information about the target software. Fact extractors must be able to provide different views of the legacy code and must satisfy various schemas describing extracted facts. Unfortunately, as several authors pointed out [4], too often fact extractors are not very reliable. Two obstacles to producing a high quality fact extractor are:

(1) languages like C and C++ are complicated and ambiguous, making parsing and semantic analysis of source code difficult, and

(2) fact extractors are usually written in an ad hoc manner [4], with little documentation on the extractor’s data structure, algorithm and schema of extracted facts.

An ad hoc approach is suitable for solving simple problems but troublesome in the face of changing user requirements.

Combining advancement in compiler technology and binary relational algebra, we propose software Factbase Extraction as Algebraic Transformations (FEAT) as a solution to the quality problem of fact extractors. Some modern compilers, GCC in particular, can dump facts about source code in a typed graph [4], called an Abstract Semantic Graph (ASG). The graph includes an Abstract Syntax Tree of the source code, typing information and resolution of names. The graph is relatively easy to understand. Generally, there is no ambiguity in this ASG, because any potential ambiguity has already been resolved by the compiler. In particular, we have analyzed GCC ASGs of source code, not the source itself. As a result, we avoid parsing and semantic analysis of C++ programs. We suggest this is a good way to overcome the first obstacle to improving fact extractor’s quality.

To overcome the second obstacle, we use binary relation algebra, not programming language to process GCC ASG and generate answers. Binary relation algebra is a set of well-defined mathematical notation, axiomatized by Tarski and Schmidt [12]. We can consider that it has only one data structure—tuples. Binary algebraic transformations are written as formulae composed using algebraic operations. Equivalent logic written in a C program would be many lines of complex code [5,7]. These transformations allow the developer to work at a very high level, in particular, at the level of algebraic manipulations of graph structures [1,3,6,10]. Our position is that this approach holds the promise of low cost, agile, accurate and responsive way to analyze legacy source code.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the GCC ASG. Section 3 gives a brief introduction of binary relational algebra [12]. Section 4
presents how to build a fact extractor based on binary relational algebra. Section 5 lists our conclusions.

2. GCC Abstract Semantic Graphs

GCC uses a typed graph [4] as an ASG to represent syntactical and semantic information from the source code. Such a typed graph has typed nodes, e.g., nodes for functions and nodes for variables, and typed edges, e.g., edges for function “call” and for data “reference”. In the ASG, nodes represent type declarations, statements and expressions. A node can have attributes. For example, an identifier node may have a name attribute that is a text string, and an integer constant node may have a value attribute. The types of edges help give the meaning of the graph. For example, a function declaration node may have a name edge pointing to the identifier node storing the name string and a body edge pointing to the body of the function.

We will illustrate ASGs using the simple C program in Figure 1.

```c
main() {
    f(1);
}
```

Figure 1. Simple C program.

GCC compiles this example program and dumps its ASG into an ASCII file as shown in Figure 2 (some details are omitted).

```
@1      function_decl
@2      identifier_node
@5      compound_stmt
name   @1  @2
body   @1 @5
strg   @2 main
body   @5 @14
...
```

Figure 2. Partial ASG for Figure 1.

In this ASG, node 1 has the class function_decl. Its name is stored in node 2 and its body is in node 5. Node 2 is an identifier_node, whose strg attribute has the value main. Node 5 is a compound_stmt node, whose body is located via node 14. Figure 3 illustrates of this partial ASG.

3. Binary relational algebra and Grok

Before we explain how to analyze factbases with binary algebraic transformations, we will give a brief introduction of binary algebra and Grok [7]. Binary algebra defines operations on binary relations. Grok is a binary relation calculator that inputs a binary algebraic formula (really, a script containing formulae) along with an initial graph, and outputs the transformed graph.

### 3.1. ASG in TA format

ASGs like the one in Figure 2 can be represented as binary relations, and TA format [7] (which is much like the RSF notation [7]) is a popular format from binary relations. In TA format, all elements of an ASG (nodes, edges and attributes) can be represented as tuples <R x y>, where R is the relation and x and y are values. A tuple <R x y>, can also be thought of as an edge from x to y of type R. We are using the terms tuple and edge interchangeably in this paper.

The ASG in Figure 2, as written in TA, is shown in Figure 4.

```
$INSTANCE   @1  function_decl
$INSTANCE   @2 identifier_node
$INSTANCE   @5  compound_stmt
name   @1  @2
body   @1 @5
strg   @2 main
body   @5 @14
...
```

Figure 4. Partial ASG in TA format

Note that the order of tuples in TA is immaterial, i.e., reordering has no effect on the graph.

### 3.2. Binary relational algebra operators

Binary relational algebra [7,12] has set operators and relational operator. Set operators are the same as that in set theory. Relational operators include the following:

- **Relational composition.** R₁ o R₂ is the relation \( \{<x, z> | \text{there is } y \text{ such that } <x, y> \in R₁, <y, z> \in R₂\} \). It can be thought of as a path from x to y to z.

- **Transitive closure.** R\(^+\) is the relation defined by
  \[ R + (R o R) + (R o R o R) + \ldots \]
  until a fixed point is reached, where infix + means the union of relations. It is essentially a path composed of one or more edges in relation R.

- **Reflexive transitive closure.** R\(^*\) is defined as ID + R\(^+\) where ID is the identity relation \( \{<x, x>\} \). It is essentially to a path composed of zero or more edges in relation R.

- **Set projection.** S . R, where S is a set, is the set \( \{x | y \in S \text{ and } <y, x> \in R\} \). In other words, it is a set of nodes that are connected to nodes in S via edges in relation R.

4. A simple fact extractor
In GCC ASGs, each function call in the source code has
4.2. Find each function call
node to the
three corresponding nodes in ASG: a
function.
representing the memory location of the function and the
illustrate FEAT. This will be done by writing the Grok
identifying the function call, an
each function x, all those calls that are contained in x. To
find all these tuples, our
Grok script will do the following:
1) find each function definition (e.g., function x),
2) find each function call (e.g., call to y), and
3) determine which function definition contains
which function call.

4.1. Find each function definition
In GCC ASGs, each function definition is represented by
a function_decl node with a body edge pointing to the
subtree representing the function’s body (see Figure 5). In
lines 1 of our Grok script (see below), we select nd
nodes as those nodes that are instances of class
function_decl. Then line 2 traces (by relational
composition) from each fd node across a body edge to the
sub-tree. (Technically speaking in line 2, the set nd is
implicitly promoted to be id(nd), which is the identity
relation over set nd.)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{nd} & := $\text{INSTANCE} . \text{function}\_\text{decl} \\
\text{fd} & := \text{nd} o \text{body}
\end{align*}
\]

**Figure 5. A function definition in ASG**

4.2. Find each function call
In GCC ASGs, each function call in the source code has
three corresponding nodes in ASG: a call_expr node for
identifying the function call, an addr_expr node for
representing the memory location of the function and the
function_decl node of the function being called. This
function_decl node is shared among all calls to that
function. A fn edge connects the call_expr node to the
addr_expr node, and an op0 edge connects the addr_expr
node to the function_decl node. The Grok lines to create
an fc edge that links the call_expr node directly to the
function_decl node are given here (note the similarity to
lines 1 and 2 above):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{n2} & := $\text{INSTANCE} . \text{call}\_\text{expr} \\
\text{fc} & := \text{n2} o \text{fn} o \text{op0}
\end{align*}
\]

4.3. The contain relationship
To create the contain relation, we need to determine, for
each function x, all those calls that are contained in x. To
do this, we will create a relation called contain, which
has the following meaning. A function definition contains
all statements inside the definition, an
expression statement contains the actual expression, an
expression contains operands and a function call
contains its arguments. Consequently, tuples in the
contain relation form a path from a function definition to
its contained function calls. We will now translate these
ideas into Grok.

4.3.1. Building contain relation
We use the following 4 lines to compute the contain
relation. For clarity, we write this as 4 lines, but these
lines could as well be combined into a single line.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{contain} & := \text{op0} + \text{op1} \\
\text{contain} & := \text{contain} + \text{expr} \\
\text{contain} & := \text{contain} + \text{args} o (\text{chan} *) \\
\text{contain} & := \text{contain} + \text{body} o (\text{next} *)
\end{align*}
\]

In line 5 (above), op0 and op1 are edges from a (binary)
expression to its two operands and are part of the contain
relation. In line 6, expr edges connect an expression
statement to the actual expression and so these are also
part of our contain relation.

Line 7 deals with arguments of a function call as will
now be explained. As illustrated in Figure 6, in the GCC
ASG, an args edge connects a function call to its first
argument. Then, chan (short for chain) edges connect
the first argument to the second, the second to the third,
and so on. In the figure, dashed arrows indicate contain
edges created by paths composed of args and chan edges.
Line 7 computes contain edges from a function call to all
of its arguments that are equivalent to paths of one args
edge followed by zero or more chan edges.

**Figure 6. Arguments of a function call.**

Similarly, line 8 computes contain edges from compound statements to the statements inside its body. The body edge points to the first statement, the next edges connecting the first statement to the rest, and we build contain edges based on the paths of one body edge followed by zero or more next edges.

4.3.2. Matching the caller with the callee
Finally, we will match each function definition with the
function calls inside it. Based on the contain relation
constructed by lines 5-8, we know function definitions
contain statements, statements contain statements and
expressions, expressions contain operands and function
calls contain arguments. We know from the structure of the GCC ASG that a function definition x contains a function call exactly when there is a path from x’s definition node to the function call via one or more contain edges. The Grok code for this is:

\[
\text{call} := \text{fd} \circ (\text{contain}) \circ \text{fc}
\]  

(9)

Recall that \(\text{fd}\) is the set of all function declarations, and \(\text{fc}\) is the set of all called functions. Hence, lines 1-9 compute the call graph.

We simplified our presentation of a call graph extractor by ignoring certain aspects. We omitted logic such as removing the parts of the graph that are not part of the call graph. We did not explicitly handle the problem of linking the names of functions to the caller and callee nodes. Also, we ignored questions about static functions and function pointers. These can be dealt with by an expanded Grok script. Our point has been to illustrate how straightforward it is to transform an ASG to the sort of graph required to support fact extraction.

A visualization tool such as lseedit [11] can draw a diagram for the call graph based on call relation that our extractor produces.

5. Conclusions.

The FEAT (Factbase Extraction as Algebraic Transformations) approach provides a number of advantages over other languages that can be used to implement fact extraction. The advantages include the following.

**FEAT is more reliable.** It is challenging to write a parser and semantic analyzer for C and C++ because such languages are complicated and ambiguous. However, the front end of a modern compiler such as GCC does a very good job in parsing and eliminating ambiguities in C and C++ source code. The GCC ASG is a reliable source of information about the source code and when dumped provides a convenient basis for fact extraction [4].

Binary relation algebra is defined in a mathematical way and can be proved or refuted in a mathematical fashion. The formulas are short, compared with code in a typical programming language, so their correctness can be more easily assured by careful inspection [1,3,8,10].

**FEAT is more expressive.** A very high level language such as Grok supports a short development cycle, relatively easy maintenance and fast adaptation to meet new requirements [1,3,9,10]. Grok’s algebraic expressions are at a high level of abstraction, so the programmer of the transformer can more easily understand the transformer while ignoring low level details such as data structures implemented in C. The algebraic expressions are shorter, commonly by an order of magnitude, than the corresponding C code, so they are easier to validate than C code. Therefore, it takes less time to write a new fact extractor or modify an old one for a new output fact schema.

**FEAT is easier to expand.** Expanding an extractor written in programming language such as C commonly involves changing the extractor’s data structures and algorithms [5,6,7]. However, that is not the case in FEAT, in that the data, from the point of view of the programmer, remains a graph (not a data structure), represented externally in TA format. The internal representation and data structures inside the Grok engine are hidden from the programmer, allowing the programmer to work solely at the high level of graph structures. In other words, when working at the level of algebraic relational operators, the programmer of a fact extractor can think and program at a level that is natural for the problem at hand.
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Abstract

Many successful programming languages contain preprocessing directives. Transformation systems for evolving source code in such languages therefore need to be able to deal with such directives during analysis and transformation and must preserve them as appropriate in the resulting code.

This paper discusses challenges arising from these requirements including issues related to parsing source code, performing name and type resolution, and applying transforms.

1 Introduction

Dealing with the full complexity of programming languages like C++ or Verilog is hard. Many tools avoid this complexity by extracting only simple information about the source code and supporting only correspondingly simple transformation tasks reliably. Other tools extract approximations of more complex information but rely on human engineers to validate the results.

While such tools provide valuable assistance to human engineers, more advanced tools for evolving large legacy software systems, e.g. for applying semantics-preserving refactorings [1] or for migrating source code to other languages or operating system platforms, must have the capability for deep understanding of the syntactic and semantic details of the source code as imposed by the underlying programming languages.

As the source code resulting from applying these advanced tools is to be used as the basis for continuing maintenance of the evolved software system, it is essentially for them to be able to deal with source code as the human engineer sees (and understands) it. For languages with preprocessors, e.g. for C, C++, C#, or Verilog to name but a few, this requires dealing with the presence of macros and preprocessing conditionals in the source code [6]. Expanding the preprocessing directives is not an option such tools can choose.

In order to ensure correctness of applied transformations, such tools also need to deal with semantic issues, with the meaning of symbols, including the relationship between declarations and uses of entities in the source code, being at the forefront. Such analyses can be hard to implement for complex languages like C++ [12] and are further complicated by the requirement disallowing expansion of preprocessing directives. In particular, analyses have to take into account preprocessing conditionals.

Finally, transformations have to be applied reliably to the source code in order to achieve the desired effect. In general, such transformations need easy access to semantic information that has been pre-computed by some analyses, but also need to be able to call on analyses that are to be performed on the fly.

Application of transformations is complicated by the presence of preprocessing conditionals, which may impose the needs to transform a single code fragment in different ways depending on possible configurations of the software system. Similarly, macros might have to be translated in multiple ways depending on the various contexts they are called from, even if no preprocessing conditionals are present.

2 Syntax

The basic context free syntax of many programming languages often cannot be captured easily by LL(1) or LR(1) grammars. Even when possible, it is generally not advisable to develop a grammar just to satisfy such restrictions since this might obscure the clarity of the language definition. Rather, the grammar should follow

\footnote{A configuration is a combination of (possibly unknown) facts about macros that may be true at the beginning of a translation unit, and potentially influences the result of the compilation process.}
the conceptual syntactic structure of the language, as such a structure supports formulating source-to-source transformations based on the native syntax [10] of the respective programming language.

In general, such context free grammars contain local ambiguities, i.e. they allow a single phrase in the language to be parsed in different ways. While these ambiguities can often be resolved by interleaving parsing and name resolution, it is rather good practice to separate the two concerns of context free analysis and static semantic analysis.

In the presence of preprocessing conditionals, it might even be necessary to preserve multiple alternatives and produce an ambiguous parse tree, reflecting different variants dependent on possible configurations of the software system. Consider the following (contrived) source code fragment in C:

```c
#ifdef CONFIG
    typedef int x;
#else
    int x(int);
#endif
int y;
int f() { x(y); }
```

Depending on whether the macro `CONFIG` is defined or not, the statement `x(y);` either is a declaration statement or is an expression statement. As there is no explicit `#define` or `#undef` for `CONFIG` in the given code fragment, both are possible outcomes when processing the source code.

Another complication is the need for the syntax trees produced by the parser to represent the placement of preprocessing conditionals in the source code. For well-structured occurrences, this can be achieved e.g. by adding grammar rules that allow these directives around designated language constructs [4]. Unstructured occurrences, the scopes of which cross language concept boundaries, cause more of a problem, however. For example, in the following fragment, the `#ifdef` construct encapsulates only a part of the conditional statement, creating an overlap of syntactic forms.

```c
#elif
    if (c1) {
    }
#else
    if (c2) {
    }
#endif
...}
```

In principle the grammar can be made to accommodate this form. However, it is practically impossible to cover all conceivable forms of occurrences in advance. A possible approach to alleviate this problem is to expand (or shrink) the extent of preprocessing conditionals by including parts of their respective contexts until they become well-structured occurrences [8], e.g. in the above example the `#endif` directive could be moved to the end of the statement by a special preprocessor. Alternatively, the `#ifdef`, `#else`, and `#endif` directives could be moved to only enclose `c1` and `c2`, respectively.

Further problems arise in the presence of macros, information about which has to be included into the syntax tree. In principle, this could be achieved by expanding macro calls and keeping track of the source of fragments of the syntax tree created during parsing (e.g. similar to the fold representation described in [9]), though this can become tedious if the preprocessor allows manufacturing tokens from token fragments. Alternatively, for well-structured macros, macro calls could be preserved and directly represented as such in the syntax tree using a dedicated node referring the macro definition, with subtrees representing the actual arguments and optionally with a subtree representing the expansion of the macro call. Unstructured macros can then be dealt with by expanding (or shrinking) the extent of the respective macro calls.

Combining macros and preprocessing conditionals allows the conditional definition of macros; i.e. macros may be defined in different ways or may be defined or not defined dependent on the configuration under which the software system is compiled. Such variations may cause several alternatives in the syntax tree to be produced that can be represented e.g. by injecting auxiliary preprocessing conditionals, the branches of which reflect the different variants [8]. However, in order to be able to reproduce the original source code, these conditionals should be distinguishable from the conditionals explicitly occurring in the source code.

### 3 Semantics

Many transformations rely on semantic information as part of their respective application condition in order to ensure that their application preserves or achieves desired properties of the source code. In general, these conditions rely on semantic information of the underlying programming language and on analyzers extracting information of interest from the source code respectively syntax tree, thus allowing to determine whether the respective condition is satisfied.

An important fundamental basis of such analyses often is a symbol table containing core information about declared entities in the program and a mapping from symbols, a.k.a. identifiers, in the source code to the respective symbol table entries.

Implementing a name and type resolver to create a symbol table for source code written in a complex language like C++ [12], with its plethora of informally described rules, can be a daunting task. However, it is a necessity in order to be able to reliably apply sophisticated transformations, e.g. for refactorings, to source code in such languages.

Attribute grammars allowing side effects to update large data structures, and in particular symbol tables, combined with a powerful pre-defined symbol table
management subsystem have been demonstrated to provide suitable means for realizing name and type resolution [5]. Such attribute grammars can be compiled into parallely executable code based on the partial order dependencies between attribute evaluation rules.

Macro calls can easily be incorporated into this approach by performing name and type resolution on their respective expansions. This suggests but does not require the expansions to be explicitly represented in the syntax tree.

However, preprocessing conditionals impose additional challenges for symbol table construction. In particular, entries in the symbol table must be conditional themselves. Consider the following example:

```c
#ifdef CONFIG
typedef int t;
#else
typedef float t;
#endif

t x;
```

Provided types are stored in the symbol table, a conditional entry for `x` is needed, stating that `x` is of type integer if `CONFIG` is a defined macro and is of type float otherwise. The symbol table should include both alternative types and the conditions describing which type is selected under which configuration [2], [7].

Preprocessing conditionals may not only cause conditional entries in a symbol table, but also conditional relationships between lexical scopes in a symbol table. Consider a class that inherits from a base class only in a certain configuration but does not do so in other configurations as described in the following example:

```c
t x;
class A { int x; };
class B
#ifdef CONFIG
    A
#endif
{ int f() { x; } }
```

A symbol table lookup for the symbol `x` in the method `f` now must find `x` in class `A` if the macro `CONFIG` is defined, but has to find the global declaration of `x` if the macro is not defined. As the definedness of the macro `CONFIG` is not determined, the lookup actually has to produce both answers. The symbol table management subsystem therefore needs to support tracking conditional relationships and looking up symbols across such relationships.

Creating a symbol table with conditional entries and relationships during attribute evaluation in general requires keeping track of the actual configurations under which attributes have certain values. The attribute evaluator generator of the DMS Software Reengineering Toolkit [5] supports generating code for this purpose by using a simple generation time flag indicating whether the attribute evaluator needs to keep track of configurations and, if so, automatically produces proper code to keep track of attribute value-condition pairs. Generated attribute evaluators are capable of calling user-defined functions with the current configuration as an additional argument, calling a function multiple times with different configurations if necessary, and of receiving and integrating sets of value-condition pairs that are provided as results of such functions.

Further analyses, e.g. control- and data-flow analyses, should support conditionals in a similar way, i.e. should produce multiple answers dependent on possible configurations of software systems.

### 4 Transformations

The syntactic and semantic information about source code collected without expanding preprocessing directives provides a strong foundation for correctness preserving transformations on source code using such directives. If the result of applying transformations is to be used for further maintenance of the system, as is the case e.g. for refactorings and for migrations, preserving preprocessing directives is required, as it would be unacceptable to lose the configuration information represented by preprocessing conditionals or the abstract idioms represented by macros.

Preserving such directives also enables transformations that would be impossible otherwise. E.g., obsolete configurations could be automatically removed from source code [4], macros representing constant expressions could be replaced by constant declarations or enumeration constants [3], or refactorings could involve preprocessing conditionals and macros [6].

Explicit inclusion of preprocessing conditionals into the grammar allows writing many such transforms in the native syntax of the underlying programming language. E.g., the following rule removes a preprocessing conditional the condition of which is always false:

```c
rule simplify_pp_if(e,s1,s2)
:statement->statement
= "#if e
    \s1
#ifdef CONFIG
    \s2
#endif"
-> s2
if is_false(e).
```

On the other hand, rules for which preprocessing conditionals are of no interest are best formulated without regards to them. However, this might result in an otherwise appropriate rule not being applicable due to a preprocessing conditional in the source code that is badly placed with respect to the rule. Consider the following example:

```c
x
#endif
```

---
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A simple rule rewriting \( x + 0 \) to \( 0 \) for eliminating the addition will not apply due to the presence of the preprocessing conditional around \(+0\). This can be alleviated by moving preprocessing conditionals such that they do not prevent application of a transform, e.g. by adding explicit rules. However, this could result in a proliferation of rewrite rules.

Alternatively, with sufficient information about preprocessing conditionals a rule application engine could automatically move the conditional if (and only if) necessary in order to apply a rule.

Additional problems arise when the applicability of a rule depends on semantic information, e.g. the type of a variable, which itself is dependent on the configuration of the software system. Then the rule application engine will have to add a proper preprocessing conditional on the fly for a code fragment that might not have contained any preprocessing conditionals and rewrite only the branch for which the variable has the proper type.

For languages supporting macros, transformations will frequently be applicable to code fragments involving expansions of macro calls. This implies, that transformations will require the respective macro definitions referred to by the macro calls to be transformed too, in order to achieve the desired effect on the source code.

For purely syntactic transforms that do not cross macro boundaries, it might be sufficient to apply them to a syntax tree representing the macro body of the macro definitions. However, in general, different macro calls referring the same macro definition will require different “transformed” macro definition in order to deal with rules crossing macro boundaries or with rules the applicability of which depend on semantic conditions.

This problem suggests that macros should initially be “disregarded” during the transformation process itself, i.e. the transformations are applied using expansions of the macro calls, except for keeping track of locations of macro calls and macro arguments.

In a follow-up step, new macro definitions can be constructed starting from the transformed expansions of macro calls by deriving a candidate macro definition for each macro call and then combining the resulting set of macro definitions. In general, this may result in multiple macro definitions for a single macro definition in the original source code, which can be handled by generating variant names for the macros.

This approach has been applied successfully in a JOVIAL [11] to C translator developed by Semantic Designs.

5 Conclusions

Preprocessing directives are ubiquitous in many successful programming languages. As has been discussed above, such directives impose unique challenges for developing transformation systems that are capable of evolving source code in such languages without losing the configuration information or abstractions represented by the preprocessing directives.

The DMS Software Reengineering Toolkit [5] provides a foundation for meeting these challenges. It has been used among others to implement a JOVIAL to C translator that preserves well-structured macros, C and C++ parsers that preserve preprocessing directives, and a name and type resolver for C++. This analyzer is currently being extended in order to support preprocessing directives. Though further work is necessary, the current state suggests that dealing with preprocessing directives within parsers and analyzers is indeed feasible.

The DMS Software Reengineering Toolkit is still lacking support for native syntax rules inducing preprocessing conditionals when transforming source code. However, Semantic Designs intends to implement such an extension in the near future.
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Abstract

We identify the category of coupled software transformations, which comprises transformation scenarios involving two or more artifacts that are coupled in the following sense: transformation at one end necessitates reconciling transformations at other ends such that global consistency is reestablished. We describe the essence of coupled transformations. We substantiate that coupled transformation problems are widespread and diverse.

1. Definition of the subject matter

Everyone is used to two common categories of software transformations: type-preserving transformations (also called rephrasing in [15], but other terms are around as well) vs. type-changing transformations (mostly called translations in the literature). We use the term type as a placeholder for format, grammar, schema, language, meta-model, and others. (Here, we do not necessarily restrict ourselves to context-free structure.) A type-preserving transformation asserts the same type for input and output. For instance, program optimisers and program normalisers are of that kind. A type-changing transformation maps data according to one type to data according to another type. For instance, language compilers, application generators, and PIM-to-PSM transformations in MDA are of that kind.

Many transformation scenarios are of a more complex shape. Most notably, one often ends up wanting coupled transformations — the subject of this paper. By this, we mean that ...

... two or more artifacts of potentially different types are involved, while transformation at one end necessitates reconciling transformations at other ends such that global consistency is reestablished.

We note that any kind of coupled transformation problem must instantiate the notion of consistency for the involved kinds of artifacts. A coupled transformation starts from and nishes with a consistent conglomeration of artifacts. Any kind of coupled transformation problem must also instantiate the notion of reconciliation, which de nes how transformations of one artifact affect all the other artifacts.

We emphasise that we use the term software transformation rather than the more restrictive term program transformation. That is, we do not restrict ourselves to the transformation of source code. Hence, transformations of data, non-executable speci cations, grammars, meta-models, documentation, and other artifacts are included.

We also emphasise that we do not restrict ourselves to information-preserving (or semantics-preserving) transformations because enhancements or reductions should be included as well. For instance, evolutionary transformations require such generality; see the various transformation properties for (rule-based) programs in [19].

2. An example related to software evolution

Consider an information system that uses a relational database for data management, and all functionality is implemented in 2nd – 4th generation languages (“2–4GLs”). We are faced with artifacts such as the following: the relational model, which is implemented as the database schema in the database; 4GL forms for user-interface components; 4GL reports; SQL or PL/SQL fragments that contribute to 4GL sources; embedded SQL code in the 2–3GL code; 2–3GL programs with data structures that rehash some of the relational model.

There are various evolution scenarios that call for coupled transformations. For instance, we might face a change request that is phrased as a modi cation at the level of the database schema. This primary modi cation must be completed by a database instance mapping. Furthermore, all the 2–4GL code is likely to require modi cation as well. So we have to adapt SQL and PL/SQL snippets, we have to adapt embedded SQL code, and even native 2–4GL code because of the way it commits to the database schema.
All these adaptations are coupled. Consistency is here about the use of the same relational model in the different code artifacts. So this is definitely a coupled transformation problem. It is a different question whether or not one succeeds to provide an effective implementation of the scenario, which would need to include an operational reconciliation for all the code artifacts relative to an evolving database schema.

3. The purpose of this text

The general category of coupled software transformations has not been identified previously — even though specific transformation techniques do exist, and quite some amount of related research is being pursued; see, e.g., [5, 11, 26, 29, 22, 17, 10]. So giving finally a name to this category is perhaps useful as such. We go further than that: in Sec. 4, we will describe the essence of coupled transformations.

Coupled transformation problems are ubiquitous; they are encountered in various disciplines of computer science, e.g., in language processing, generative programming, automated software engineering, software re-engineering, model-driven architecture, and database re-engineering. In Sec. 5, we will enumerate some problem domains in which coupled transformations are relevant. The understanding of coupling differs radically for these domains.

4. The essence of coupled transformations

Without loss of generality, we will consider reconciliation for two artifacts. Let $A$ and $B$ be the types of the artifacts. We assume a consistency relation $\mathcal{C}$ on $A$ and $B$. We are given two concrete artifacts $a : A$ and $b : B$ such that $\mathcal{C}(a, b)$ holds. We consider a type-preserving transformation on $A$, denoted by $g$, and we apply this transformation to $a$ such that we obtain $a' = g(a)$. Then, the reconciliation issue is about determining a suitable $b'$ such that $\mathcal{C}(a', b')$ holds. We summarise selected reconciliation options in Fig. 1; continuous arrows visualise transformations; dashed arrows visualise consistency claims.

The first option in the figure, *no reconciliation*, is merely there to provide a good starting point for the discussion. If $g$ is known to be restricted such that $a$ is changed without challenging consistency, then we can just keep $b$ — as is. For instance, using SQL’s data manipulation language on a database instance does not affect the underlying database schema. So this sort of restricted instance transformation does not trigger a schema transformation. Clearly, the inverted situation, where the database schema is transformed, is not covered by this trivial option.

The second option in the figure, *degemerated reconciliation*, is still trivial. We assume that the concrete artifacts of type $B$ are derivable from the concrete artifacts of type $A$, i.e., $b : B$ is derivable from $a : A$. Then the transformation $g$ does not challenge consistency.

Option: *symmetric reconciliation*

The transformation $g$ does not challenge consistency.

Option: *asymmetric reconciliation*

Consistency is reestablished without reference to $g$.

Figure 1. Selected reconciliation options
We make no claim of completeness regarding this list of options. For instance, one can think of reconciliation by matching, where the mere consistency relation is complemented by a metric that measures the consistency “distance” between two artifacts. That is, given $a'$, and its consistency distance from $b$, we could gradually adapt $b$ until full consistency is reestablished. We favour symmetric and asymmetric reconciliation because these options inherently employ the structure of the primary transformation. However, even this criterion might be amenable to other realisations. Also, there are presumably a number of possible refinements for the two favoured options, and they might also be mixed. Future work is needed to deliver a comprehensive set of more detailed options.

5. Typical problem domains

We will now list scenarios for coupled transformations. We identify the artifacts and transformations of interest as well as the relevant instances of the notions consistency and reconciliation. This list is by no means complete. The degree of the formal and technical mastery of coupled transformations differs very much per problem domain. An example of a well-understood kind of coupled transformation is the joint transformation of database schema and database instance during database re-engineering [12]. By contrast, the techniques for updating language processors for programming languages in reply to an evolving syntax or semantics are still to be discovered; see [20] for some ideas.

A list of coupled transformations scenarios follows.

Consistency maintenance in cooperative editing Distributed editing of the same content requires synchronisation [7, 28]. Depending on details, either the local copies of the content or the local session state are considered the artifacts subject to coupled transformation. There can be any number of such artifacts, but they happen to be all of the same type. Editing actions are the primary transformation language. Reconciliation of a given user view means to incorporate all pending editing actions that were emitted by other users. Consistency means that all views agree on the content. A specific challenge is that remote editing actions should be incorporated only at definite points in time, when their effect on the local view and any necessary consistency resolution will be acceptable for the user.

Consistency maintenance in software modelling In software modelling with UML one uses different kinds of structural and behavioural diagrams such as use case diagrams, class diagrams, state diagrams, and sequence diagrams. Consistency of a multi-diagram software model means that the different diagrams do not disagree on each other in those areas where they overlap [18, 14]. Consistency must be maintained along the evolution of UML...
models. As a simple form of transformation, one can consider refactorings of UML class diagrams. (Refactorings were originally introduced for the transformation of object-oriented programs, but they have been instantiated for UML diagrams as well [4, 25].)

**Co-evolution of design and implementation** The system design and the actual implementation should be coupled throughout continuous system maintenance and enhancement. The idea of a methodology and technology for co-evolution is that the coupling must be operationalised or at least checked [6, 31, 8] because design and implementation diverge otherwise. One way to operationalise the coupling is to generate the implementation from the design, modulo provisions for allowing editing at the source-code level and for pushing back implementational changes into the design. The operationalisation can also work the other way around if the additional design information becomes an integral part of the actual code.

**View-update translation** When updates are allowed at the level of database views, then such updates need to be translated back to the underlying database [2, 9]. Such view-update translation is clearly an instance of asymmetric reconciliation. The view-update problem for databases has been generalised in the recent work on bidirectional transformations between data representations of different levels of abstraction [10, 13] (cf. concrete and abstract views). The view-update problem has also been encountered, in some form, in functional programming, when pattern matching and building is to be provided for abstract datatypes rather than concrete algebraic datatypes [30, 3, 23].

**Intentional programming and uid AOP** In Simonyi’s intentional programming [27, 1], the programmer can specify domain-specific abstraction forms, while simultaneously recording domain-specific optimisations that may apply to such new abstractions. Programmers can browse and edit (or transform) programs using different syntaxes enabled by the competing abstraction forms. An intentional programming system would take care of the coupling between the external syntaxes and the internal abstract syntax. A similar situation applies to uid AOP [16] — a strong form of aspect-oriented programming, where programs cannot just be edited to fulfil crosscutting concerns, but programs can even be re-sliced according to different views.

**Reconcilable model transformation** According to OMG’s model-driven architecture (MDA [24]), software development starts from a platform-independent software model (PIM), which is then refined into a platform-specific model (PSM) by semi-automatic transformations. To this end, model-driven approaches employ meta-models for platform-independent models, for platforms, for platform-specific models. MDA approaches also tend to employ annotations for driving the the PIM-to-PSM mappings. The basic MDA approach emphasises the operationalisation of the PIM-to-PSM mapping, which is a type-changing transformation. A strong version of MDA would require coupling between all involved models and meta-models [8]. For instance, the modification of a platform model should allow for the reconciliation of all actual PIMs that refer to this platform.

**Representations in software re-/reverse engineering** Software reverse engineering employs problem-oriented abstraction layers, starting from a low-level source-code model, with less code- or language-specific representations in between, and possibly complemented by high-level architectural descriptions at the top. Coupling concerns the mappings between the layers. These mappings need to be traceable in order to enable the navigation between layers. Likewise, software re-engineering can take advantage of extra intermediate program representations, e.g., PDG or SSA for control or data dependencies. When re-engineering transformations are expressed at the level of intermediate formats, then these transformations still need to be mapped back to the concrete source code. Yet other forms of coupling deal with the preservation of preprocessing directives, and other low-level source-code properties.

**6. Final remark**

We have identified the notion of coupled software transformations. We have collected and integrated some basic material on the subject, while we have refrained from a discussion of technical details as they arise in specific coupled transformation scenarios and specific conceptual frameworks for coupled transformations.

It is very rewarding to understand that software transformations can exhibit more structure than being organised in terms of type-preserving or type-changing functions. We can have transformations on transformations on ...
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Abstract

To perform automated transformation techniques on production quality GNU C source code, non-trivial normalizations must occur. The syntax of GNU C contains inherent ambiguity that must be overcome. The techniques used by an automated transformation tool, Gemini, are presented.

1. Introduction

The process of performing automated source code transformation on GNU C code is complicated. GNU C is a flexible language that allows developers to write code in a variety of ways that are all semantically equivalent. This flexibility imposes challenges to software maintainers who wish to perform source transformation automatically.

In this paper we look at techniques used by the Gemini [4, 3] tool, developed at Drexel University, which performs source code transformation, automatically, on GNU C source code. The tool transforms GNU C arrays into pointers. The transformation must take into account the presence of non-C input (e.g., preprocessor statements) and an ambiguous language definition, while maintaining semantic equivalence of the input and output source code.

Gemini uses the GNU C Compiler (GCC) to perform preprocessing of GNU C source code, and TXL [1, 2, 5] to perform the automated transformation.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses some of the specific challenges posed by GNU C, Section 3 discusses the details of the TXL transformations used to normalize the source code, and Section 4 discusses the conclusions we can draw from the study.

2. Challenges of GNU C

2.1. Preprocessor Input

Gemini cannot transform GNU C source code that contains macros, since macros are resolved at compile-time. Therefore, Gemini passes the source code through the GCC preprocessor before transformation.

Gemini’s preprocessing performs two primary tasks. First, it pre-processes the original source code with the GCC preprocessor. Second, it removes all of the preprocessor statements from the result.

The output from the GCC preprocessor contains preprocessor statements which must be removed. These statements are used by GCC to reconstruct the original file scopes to resolve duplicate global declarations. It isn’t possible to define a grammar that includes GNU C preprocessor statements everywhere they may occur. Generally, these statements can occur anywhere in the input. Creating an ambiguous grammar to describe them leads to parser generation problems.

2.2. C Declaration Ambiguity

GNU C is a flexible language. Its flexibility results in a complicated grammar. One of the complications found in GNU C grammars is embodied by an ambiguity in how declarations and statements are parsed.

In C, users can alias types using a typedef declaration. The presence of user-defined types causes GNU C grammars to be ambiguous about how to parse statements and declarations. Figure 1 and Figure 2 show possible grammars for a GNU C declaration and statement, respectively.

An example of a declaration described by the first grammar is, my_type (foo);. The statement grammar describes function calls with one argument, such as, printf (foo);. In the example declaration, the declarator type, my_type, is a user defined type alias (i.e., previously defined with a typedef).
At the syntax level, both of these GNU C constructs have the same parse tree. A compiler would differentiate the former as a declaration and the latter as a statement during semantic analysis of the parse tree. However, TXL only operates on input syntax, hence the transformation that Gemini performs must first take steps to overcome this grammatical ambiguity.

### 3 TXL Transformation

The TXL transformation is composed of eleven steps. The relevant steps are outlined in this paper. Only one of the steps actually performs the array-to-buffer transformation, the other steps are required to normalize the way GNU C declarations are parsed (due to the flexibility of GNU C syntax), to account for the declaration/statement ambiguity previously discussed, and to ease the final array-to-buffer transformation.

Figure 3 shows an example GNU C program. This program is used to illustrate the eleven transformation steps. The lines affected by the current transformation step will be highlighted.

**Step 1: Expand Shorthand Types.** The first step is to find all declarations in the GNU C program that have been declared using a shorthand form of the int type. GNU C allows the integer qualifiers long, short, unsigned, and signed to be used as the declarator type. In this case, the GNU C grammar used with TXL will cause it to parse the declaration without a type. Hence, the parse tree for the declaration will have only a declaration type qualifier. In order to normalize declaration types, all declarations with only type qualifiers are expanded to have an explicit type of int, as shown in Figure 4.

**Step 2: Name Anonymous Elaborated Types.** Elaborated types, or enumerated types, are user-defined types. In C, an elaborated type is either a struct, union, or enum. Figure 6 shows the two ways that an elaborated type can be declared.

In Figure 6, the type of the variable foo is an anonymous elaborated type. These types can only be used for a single declaration. That is, no other declaration can have the same type as foo, even if the type definitions of both declarations are identical.

The declaration of foo2 defines a named elaborated type. This form is often used when the programmer intends to declare other variables with the same type. A subsequent declaration cannot declare the body of the struct again, rather, it references the struct by name (e.g., struct st bar;). In this case, the types of foo2 and bar are equivalent.
typedef struct txl_WasAnonElabType1 {
    char c;
} (char_buf)[5], char_st;

Figure 5. Step 2: Name anonymous elaborated types.

typedef struct txl_WasAnonElabType1 {
    char c;
    } (char_buf)[5];
typedef struct txl_WasAnonElabType1 char_st;

Figure 7. Step 3: Expand declarator lists.

typedef struct txl_WasAnonElabType1 {
    char c;
    } char_buf[5];

int main(int argc, char **argv)
{
    char *test = "test";
    char_buf buffer = {
        [0].c='t', [1].c='e', [2].c='s',
        [3].c='t', [4].c='\0'
    };

Figure 8. Step 4: Remove extraneous parentheses.

In this step, a unique name is assigned to every anonymous elaborated type. Each name is unique in the namespace of the file, as shown in Figure 5. That is, the generated name will not be found anywhere else in the file undergoing transformation. Assigning a unique name to an anonymous elaborated type does not change the semantics of the program, since a unique name guarantees that the type has not been used anywhere else.

**Step 3: Expand Declarator Lists.** After all anonymous elaborated types in the program have been named, lists of declarators can be expanded, as shown in Figure 7. This is performed after naming anonymous elaborated types so that the proper type is distributed to each expanded declarator. If the anonymous elaborated type was distributed, then none of the new declarations would be equivalent in type which could cause type mismatch errors at compile time.

**Step 4: Remove Extraneous Parentheses.** Removing unnecessary parentheses from declarators, as shown in Figure 8, allows the assumption that a valid (i.e., transformable) declaration will never contain parentheses.

Generally, any number of parentheses may be added around a declarator without changing the semantics of the declaration. However, each set of parentheses creates a unique parse tree for the declaration. In particular, adding extraneous parentheses to declarations is the cause of the grammar ambiguity described in Section 2.2.

Due to the ambiguity, it is not possible to determine automatically if TXL has erroneously parsed a statement as a declaration. Removing the parentheses from a function call will always produce a syntax error at compile time. Hence, this process must be conservative in its selection. Specifically, if a declaration's type is an identifier, then it is assumed to be a statement (i.e., erroneously parsed) and the parentheses are not removed. This conservative approach allows the transformation to normalize all `typedef` declarations for Step 6. Subsequent steps will allow us to perform this step again to remove remaining false negatives (i.e., variable declarations that should have matched but were skipped).

**Step 5: Unique Local Elaborated Types.** This step, shown in Figure 9, ensures that when Step 6 removes all `typedef` aliases, local declarations will not have types that alias a globally defined elaborated type. This can lead to errors, since `typedef` flattening will invalidate scope protection of type declarators.

To make the types unique, the identifier of each elaborated type defined in the body of a function is replaced with a new, unique identifier. This takes into account forward declarations of elaborated types. Once a unique identifier has been chosen, all references to the previous type are replaced with references to the new, unique type.

**Step 6: Flatten typedef aliases.** This step is critical in determining which declarations to transform. This step also resolves any of the remaining ambiguities described in Section 2.2 and Step 4. The ambiguity is resolved since this
struct s1
{
  unsigned int i;
} st = {42};

Figure 9. Step 5: Unique local elaborated types.

struct txl_WasAnonElabType1 buffer[5] =
{
  [0].c='t', [1].c='e', [2].c='s',
  [3].c='t', [4].c='\0'
};
struct txl_WasAnonElabType1 buffer2[5];

Figure 10. Step 6: Flatten typedef aliases.

The syntax of GNU C is very flexible. It gives the
developer many ways to declare variables and types that are
semantically equivalent, but the cost of this flexibility is am-
biguity while parsing C source code.

Production GNU C code is difficult to automatically
transform due to the presence of GNU C preprocessor state-
ments. These statements give the developer a way to cre-
ate macros and make other compile-time decisions. How-
ever, since these statements are not part of the GNU C syn-
tax, they must be removed prior to transformation. Since
the compiler is expecting these statements, removing them
changes the semantics of the source code.

To perform automatic transformation on GNU C source
code, many normalizing efforts must transpire. The normal-
ization process ensures predictable formats of declarations
and statements, and removes ambiguities that would other-
wise make automated transformation very difficult.
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Abstract

As development costs spiral upwards, creating ever more complex systems from scratch seems implausible. Component-based development offers the potential to tackle this issue through reuse. However, this approach must accommodate the exploitation of the embedded knowledge that already exists in non-component-based code.

This paper proposes an extension to the software reconnaissance technique [15] that identifies reusable code within existing software systems. Once identified, the report shows how this code can be transformed for use within a component-based development paradigm.

1. Introduction

Software Reconnaissance is a dynamic analysis, redocumentation technique, that, through the acquisition of source code coverage profiles [1] (yielded by exercising carefully selected test cases on instrumented code) creates a mapping between program features and the software elements that implement them [15]. In Norman Wilde’s seminal paper on software reconnaissance he remarks on the potential worth of the source code shared across features exhibited by a system [15]. Our hypothesis is that such code could provide the basis for reuse, due to the self-evident assertion that, if code is being reused in a running system then it must be reusable, at least within that context.

However, applying software reconnaissance will only identify the behavioural aspects of potentially recoverable components. We propose applying a complementary static analysis, itered by the output from software reconnaissance, to determine data accesses within the software to implement this approach. As a result, not only do we identify the behavioural portions of a system for reuse, but aspects of data also. The three dimensional hyperslice across features, code and data [11] provides us with the basis for component recovery.

After code has been extracted based on this analysis, the final step in the transformation process adapts the extracted material for use in a modern component-based development process, by applying a component wrapper [2].

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 explains our transformation process in detail. Section 3 describes the application of the transformation process on a scrabble emulator program. Section 4 discusses our current work in verifying the effectiveness of our transformation process. Finally, conclusions and points of discussion are voiced in section 5.

2. The Transformation Process

2.1. Software Reconnaissance

As previously introduced, software reconnaissance is a dynamic source code analysis technique and is primarily used as an aid to software comprehension [15, 6, 16]. The link between program features and code is achieved through the use of test cases [14]. This allows us to describe two relations: EXERCISES(t,e), which is true when the test case, t, exercises the software element, e, and EXHIBITS(t, f), which is true when a test case, t, exhibits the feature, f. Instrumentation may be undertaken at line, function or branch level and this choice depends the granularity of the set of software elements outputted.

Several sets of source code elements may be calculated from these retrieved coverage profiles. Of particular interest are:
The set UELEMS(f) has been shown experimentally to provide a useful starting point to begin searching when attempting to understand a particular functionality exhibited by the system, with UELEMS(f) providing a context of use within the system for UELEMS(f) [15]. CELEMS, on the other hand, generally represents utility code within the system that is executed every time it is run.

2.2. Exploiting Software Reconnaissance for Reuse

Using the sets described in section 2.1 the set of shared software elements across features exhibited by the system may be calculated:

$$SHARED(f) = IIELEMS(f) - UELEMS(f) - CELEMS$$

This equation yields a set that is neither utility code nor unique to a feature, but software elements shared between two or more distinct features of the system. From a reuse perspective, the SHARED set gives a genuine snapshot of software elements being reused by the running system. If software elements are being reused by distinct functionalities exhibited by the system then they may provide a useful starting point when trying to recover reusable components.

However, in order to obtain stateful components, data analysis would seem to be a necessary pre-requisite. By supplementing SHARED sets with a static analysis, the data accesses made by the software elements of the set can be revealed. This combination of shared behaviour with its corresponding data accesses provides a basis for the recovery of stateful components with reusable behaviour.

2.3. Modernising Reusable Code

To complete the code transformation process, and therefore recover a component for reuse within a modern development paradigm, the portion of the system extracted must be modified. Wrapping is a modification technique whereby source code may be supplemented to allow the system to conform with other development paradigms [2]. Here we choose to wrap identified reusable code as a xADL component [7]. xADL represents the state-of-the-art in architectural description languages [7, 5]. Its design is deliberately generic, and is therefore not constrained by the problem specific nature of other ADL’s. In addition, its basis in XML schemas eases both its application and its ability to be tailored to specific usage context.

xadl describes a system in terms of its components (ArchTypes) and the manner in which they are assembled (ArchStructure). Thus the software elements it models can be used in component compositions as shown by the prototype implementations developed by [9] and [12]. In the case study described in the next section, the process of creating an ArchType using reconnaissance and xADL wrapping is described.

3. Case Study

We took a scrabble emulator program written in C++, approximately 8KLOC in size and distributed over 37 files, as an example. 23 features were identified in the program. Using this as a basis for analysis, profiles of the features were retrieved using the RECON3 tool set [13] and the software reconnaissance performed using an in-house automation of the technique.

From this output we manually examined the SHARED sets with the aid of the original developer. Figure 1 shows the shared set output for feature 8 - “Complete Player Selection.” The listing contains methods shared by this feature with other features exhibited by the system. From this it was possible to identify three reusable blocks of code to form a basis for component recovery - an input manager component (reusable block 1), a button manager component (reusable block 2) and a letters component (reusable block 3). Interestingly, the best two reusable blocks already formed part of reusable libraries intended to provide generic functionality for handling user input and button widget management respectively. The fact that the technique identified code that was designed as reusable should be viewed as a step towards proof of concept.

Analysis of shared sets for other features revealed similar results. High proportions of their respective shared sets contain reusable code, sometimes in excess of 90% according to the developer. When the amount of reusable code was small, the proportion did not decrease, only the size of the set.

The third block identified in figure 1 provides a starting point to recover a letter-handling component by yielding the constructor for a class named letters. Such a component could be reused in a variety of word games beyond the domain of scrabble. We performed a manual static analysis to reveal data accesses that the letters component makes and therefore provide both behavioural and data information as...
Figure 1. The shared set for feature 8.

Figure 2. Structure of the Letter Handling Component.

int NumOfTilesLeft()

No required services were present as all dependencies were on the C++ framework. A single database access to the letters.txt file described earlier was present. Finally two implementation files letters.cpp and letters.h were identified.

Based upon this information it was decided to create two components - a letter handling component and a database access component centered around the data file letters.txt. The letter handling component would contain the database access component as a sub architecture and the services of the database access component would be made visible externally on the letter handling component's interface via an inner-outer interface mapping [8]. Figure 2 visually describes this structure.

After gathering this information, writing the xADL wrapper becomes trivial. This completes the component recovery and transformation process. Unfortunately due to spacial constraints it is impractical to include the wrapper in this publication, however, if the principal author is contacted directly, further information can be provided.

4. Current Work

Sections 3 demonstrates the preliminary success of our technique on an example of reasonable size. Current work, in conjunction with our industrial partner, is seeking to confirm the effectiveness of the approach on systems of a more representative, industrial scale. Initial results have been quite promising and again, seem to show similar proportions of reusable code as with the example described here. The XREF compile option is successfully being used here to generate database access and update information from the system, hence reproducing the three dimensional hyperslice [11] through the system described earlier.

However, as the size of shared sets increase so too do the problems of partitioning it into separate reusable blocks and...
subsequently identifying the potential component from it. We are currently investigating both reflection modelling [10] and the chive visualisation engine [3] as a semi-automated solution to these problems. Also, we feel that the application of other reengineering and design recovery techniques such as graph clustering, textual searches and domain ontologies would further alleviate the problem.

5. Conclusion

The approach described here successfully provides the rst steps in transforming portions of legacy systems for reuse in modern software development processes. Early results have been quite promising. SHARED sets identified by software reconnaissance contain very high proportions of reusable code and provide excellent starting points to identify reusable code within a system. This combined with a static analysis of data creates a new and useful link from feature to source to persistent data, identifying a potential portion of the system for stateful component recovery.

The application of a component wrapper to create a xADL arch type successfully creates a new and reusable component. While writing the xADL wrapper became trivial once the prerequisite information was gathered, an easily written automatic xADL generator would seem to be a useful tool addition to the process. In the letters component example described here, the original developer was available to confirm the usefulness of the SHARED sets and the reusability of the recovered component. Also in this case study, the identification of known reusable libraries by the technique should also be viewed as step towards proof of concept.

Problems with partitioning the shared set into reusable blocks and subsequently identifying the entire interface from the starting point that the SHARED set provides, still exists and will be the focus of research in the near future. Furthermore, it should be noted that the SHARED set output by software reconnaissance only provides a starting point for identifying reusable code within a system and it not an end in itself.
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Abstract

Many software development organizations have been developing corporate software components to benefit from reusing preexisting solutions instead of creating each of their products always from scratch. However, this has typically been done in an unsystematic way, that means without deliberately using a variability mechanism that supports system evolution. As the number of different products grows, it becomes more and more difficult to manage the variabilities and their interdependencies. This paper presents an industrial case study of applying PuLSE™ (Product Line Software Engineering)¹, where we extracted the common and variable characteristics of a set of products from several embedded systems components, and improved their variability mechanisms incrementally.

1. Introduction

Many software development organizations today develop and maintain several products in the same or a similar application domain. In order to decrease development and maintenance effort, common or similar parts of these systems are collected in components. However, as variability among the individual products is typically managed in an ad-hoc manner, these platforms are often hard to adapt when evolving the set of products.

In this paper, we will present a process of improving variability management for subsystems of programs written in C, which form a corporate platform for embedded systems software.

This platform grew from a common set of reference systems sharing a large degree of commonality, and only differing in some features. However, as the number of products using the subsystems grew, it became necessary to introduce more and more slight variations in the common code. This was implemented on an ad-hoc basis by using the common C variability mechanism of conditional compilation. However, beyond a certain number of products, the variations could not be maintained efficiently. A more systematic way of managing variability was required.

The aims of this project were to extract the product line decision model [1], capturing product line variations and their interdependencies, and to evaluate good implementations for the necessary variabilities.

In Section 2, we describe our experiences in selecting and analyzing the existing components. In Section 3, we present ways to improve them by refactoring their variability mechanisms, for example, to frame technology [2], an advanced product line implementation mechanism. Section 4 summarizes the results and lessons learned and gives an outlook of future activities.

2. Decision Model Extraction

In order to extract the decision model from the existing components, we followed this process: After selecting an appropriate subsystem and component, it was then analyzed in detail to extract facts relevant to product lines, such as groups of important variabilities belonging together.

2.1. Subsystem and Component Selection

The system platform consisted of hundreds of files mainly written in C containing several hundred thousand lines of code. In order to get the highest benefits from improving the variability mechanisms, we first identified and prioritized single components. We took the following criteria into account:

- their degree of variability; the most variable components should be selected first
- how common their variability mechanism is among all components, so that approaches used to improve one

¹PuLSE is a registered trademark of Fraunhofer IESE
component can also be applied in as many other parts of the system as possible
• the business value of a component, as it is not efficient to focus on improving components of low business value.

The existing system consisted of three layers: an engine, service, and application layer. We selected an engine layer component because it was rich in variability, it was well-documented, and it shared the programming language C and the conditional compilation variability mechanism with many other components.

2.2. Component Analysis

After selecting a component, we semi-automatically analyzed the variability mechanisms used in its given implementation. During this reverse variability engineering process we focused on answering the following questions: Which kinds of variability exist, and where do they exist?

We performed the following sub-process: In the first step, we made sure that variations had not been introduced by making copies of huge parts of common code and modifying these slightly. As the modified parts are hard to re-integrate, this technique known as “clone and own” [4] should be avoided. We developed a clone detection tool suite similar to DupLoc [13], which was used to find consecutive identical code lines across all source code files. The selected component did not contain a significant amount of clones (more than 6 identical non-blank, non-comment lines of code), but applied conditional compilation, the major variability mechanism offered by the C programming language. [10] gives an overview of these and other state-of-practice and state-of-the-art product line implementation techniques.

In conditional compilation, variable code parts are enclosed in #ifdef statements, and by defining or undefining the macros, the appropriate code lines are included or excluded.

Next, we detected all uses of the variability mechanism. We used the ifnames unix tool [14] to analyze which macros were used for conditional compilation in all .c and .h files. The command ifnames *.c *.h | wc -l detected 179 macros, but by manually inspecting their names and uses it became clear that only a portion of them was used for product-specific purposes (in an empirical analysis [5], this kind of macro usage formed the largest category of conditional compilation directives). Many other macros served as development aspects [8] such as tracing (e.g. the VERBOSE macro), debugging (CHECK and DEBUG macros), or as include guards (FILENAME_H) to prevent multiple header inclusion.

Consequently, we next extracted the macros most relevant for the management of variable product features. This was done using using expert knowledge and usage statistics collected by a Python script. In an iterative way, we identified the variabilities belonging together, considering the macro names, available documentation and expert support.

Next, we gathered variability statistics to reach the following goals according to the GQM method:
- find product line features affecting the component most
- locate subcomponents containing highest degree of variability
- detect default product line features that vary only in few products.

We again performed an analysis of the component, starting with its largest parts, the physical subcomponents [9]. We extracted the macro names contained in #ifdefs, and in which files this occurred by invoking ifnames *.c and counting the number of words in each line with a Python script. In contrast to the previous step, we restricted our analysis on the C implementation files here, because they contributed the majority of files and contained the most important macros. Furthermore, we only considered the macros identified as relevant for variability management in the previous step. With one exception, all the macros classified as irrelevant had an extremely localized effect: they only appeared in one or two files. The result is shown in Fig. 1.

![Figure 1. Files affected by product line relevant macros](image-url)
This process achieves the first goal mentioned above, the identification of those groups of variabilities with the highest impact on physical components within the product line. Members from these groups are top candidates for variability mechanism improvement.

In order to localize the subcomponents containing the highest degree of variability, we analyzed the degree of variability across all physical components. For a first overview, we counted the number of different macros used in each file with this script:

```bash
for FILE in *.ch; do ifnames $FILE | wc -l > numbers; done.
```

A closer analysis would also measure the amount of macros used in #ifdefs per file or per line.

We detected for the extreme cases that more than 7% of the files were not affected by macros at all, whereas 4% of the files were affected by 28% of all macros at the same time. For the top five groups this means that each file contains between 41 and 51 different kinds of variable parts that are possibly interdependent.

### 2.3. Decision Model Creation

As a result of this analysis, groups of physical subcomponents containing a higher-than-average degree of variability were obtained in a reproducible manner. Members from the top groups are candidates for splitting into smaller components, as they contain too many features.

With expert support, we prioritized the variabilities expressed by macros from these groups, and clustered variabilities belonging together. We renamed each of these features or feature groups according to their purpose in the product line, and mapped these decisions to the existing products. The resulting product map is a matrix containing the relevant features/decisions vs. the products.

With the analysis results and expert support we finally completed the decision model by documenting questions and resolutions for each decision from the product map, including constraints, defaults and decision interdependencies.

### 3. Variability Mechanism Improvement

The component analysis motivated an improvement of the variability mechanism. We performed the following process:

- Removal of code inconsistencies
- Refactoring within the given variability mechanism
- Refactoring to an advanced variability mechanism, where necessary

In the given component, we detected and removed four main categories of inconsistencies in conditional compilation: Commenting (0 and 1 macros), development aspect and redundant macros detected during analysis and unreachable parts or redundant nested macros. Where possible and sensible, these were automatically removed with Python scripts.

Refactoring the given variability mechanism mainly involved making macro definition and use consistent. We limited macro definitions to a single location (e.g. a config.h file), introduced a common use scheme (e.g. by automatically replacing all #ifdefs by #ifs or introducing a common macro naming convention).

As shown in [10], beyond a certain level of complexity, the variability mechanisms used in practice are inappropriate for managing variability, for example by leading to unmanageable feature explosions or tangled code. In this case it becomes necessary to refactor to an advanced variability mechanism such as frame technology.

In frame technology, the source code parts to be reused are tagged with explicit variation points, similar to marking variable C source code with #ifdef macros in conditional compilation. Frame technology, however, separates the common and the different kinds of variable code parts physically, so that each physical unit only contains the minimal amount of code that it needs to be reused. The variable code parts are stored in different files, referring to the explicit variation points in the more common files by adapting them. A frame hierarchy [2] emerges, with one specification frame (SPC) per product adapting the corresponding combination of frame subassemblies. The frame processor, an advanced kind of preprocessor, is then used to assemble a specific product according to its SPC. As a static variability management mechanism, this does not affect program size or performance, an important aspect in embedded systems software. The benefits of frame technology and our tool support [7] is discussed in more detail in [11] and [12].

For the groups of macros collected in the analysis phase, we automatically converted all source code files to frames. This involved first replacing all relevant macro uses by explicit variation points and moving the respective code parts into separate frames. The major challenge in this task was to handle macro combinations correctly without code duplication, as the macro processor allows nested conditionals, whereas the frame processor does not allow nested variation points. We solved this problem by declaring variation points in adapting frames. After that, we optimized variation points, frames and the frame hierarchy, for example by eliminating redundant variation points or merging frames or frames pieces belonging together. This process had to be performed only once. Fig. 2 illustrates this transformation: Initially, the four files contain conditional compilation blocks intermingled with common parts, whereas after the
transformation the common parts residing in the lower part of the frame hierarchy are separated from the variable parts in the adapting frames.

![Figure 2. Example frame hierarchy](image)

As a second step, the product-specific configurations were generated for each product: Each specific product according to the decision model was automatically converted into a specification frame by adapting the appropriate combination of frames. For example, in Fig. 2, a product with scanner and without connection support can be obtained by a wrapper frame adapting both the `scanner` and `no connect` frames. Finally, the generated result was automatically validated for all individual products by comparing the outputs of the C preprocessor with the frame processor-generated files.

The benefits of the frame approach were that the relevant features belonging together could be stored at one place, instead of scattering them across the entire product. The common and variable parts were cleanly separated, with the most reusable parts remaining in one place. Refactoring to frames could be performed incrementally, so that only variations above a certain priority level were converted, whereas other variable parts remained conditionally compiled. System extension became possible nearly without changing the common parts, and a fine-grained control over the relevant variable parts was achieved.

### 4. Results and Outlook

This paper presented a process performed in practice for improving variability management in an embedded systems product line. The first phase served to extract the decision model for the product line. In an incremental way, subsystems and individual components were selected, partially automated, and partially with expert support. For each component, its main variability mechanisms were determined and its uses were detected. For conditional compilation, the ifnames tool provided valuable support. Then, statistics about the relation between subcomponents and features were gathered and grouped, which helped to prioritize the most relevant items. As a result of this analysis, the decision model for the product line was built. In the second phase, the detected variabilities were improved incrementally by removing inconsistencies and normalizing the given variability mechanism. Selected parts were refactored to more advanced variability mechanisms such as frame technology to improve component reusability.

Where necessary, the given process is going to be refined or extended, for example by analyzing logical components in addition to physical components. The automatic detection of different static variability mechanisms can be refined, including clone detection, and also dynamic mechanisms can be included. According to the given goals, the statistical methods are going to be refined and further automated. Finally, the ways to improve the variability mechanisms used, and refactoring to other state-of-the-art mechanisms such as collaborations [3] or aspect-orientation [6] will have to be explored.

### References

Abstract

Application protocols have become sophisticated enough that they have become languages in their own right. At the best of times, these protocols are difficult to implement correctly. Combining the complexity of these protocols with other development pressures such as time to market, limited processor power and/or demanding performance requirements make it even more difficult to produce implementations without security vulnerabilities. Traditional conformance testing of these implementations does not reveal many security vulnerabilities. In this paper we describe ongoing research where software transformation and program comprehension techniques are used to assist in the security testing of network applications.

1. Introduction

The security of network applications is an increasingly important topic in both academia and industry. The cheap availability of bandwidth worldwide has increased the ability of people to communicate, but has also provided convenient access to many systems for those with malicious intent. This increased access to bandwidth is not just access to the internet, but other networks such as the cellular phone networks (both voice and data). Additionally, implementations formerly on closed network protocols are moving to public protocols such as the move of telephone networks from packet switched networks to Voice over IP protocols.

Some recent incidents include vulnerabilities in libraries used to display images (BMP[13] and JPG[9]), a vulnerability in Cisco routers running OSPF[4], and a proof of concept of the first virus for cellular phones[1].

Conformance testing of these applications tends to focus on the correct implementation of the application to valid requests and obvious errors. However, sometimes the security vulnerabilities involve a data item that could not possibly occur in the normal operation of a protocol. As an example, an Xmas tree packet is a low level IP packet that has every single flag in the header enabled. Some of these flags are mutually exclusive. In the mid 1980’s, several implementations of TCP/IP operating systems were unable to handle these packets, and this became an effective Denial of Service (DOS) attack.

Our position is that evolution transformation techniques can be fruitfully applied to structured data such as network protocols. The protocols used by network applications have become languages in their own right with both syntax and semantics. One approach to security testing is Syntax Testing [2]. In this approach, syntax and semantic errors are intentionally made to produce variants of the data to attempt to expose vulnerabilities.

The PROTOS project[8] at Oulu University uses a protocol grammar to generate variant packets. The grammar specifies the possible packets right down to the values of fields. The grammar is modified manually to allow the desired errors and then a walker walks the grammar tree, automatically generating the packets.

While the general technique is the same, our approach is different. We capture a valid set of data by sniffing the network and transforming it to generate alternate packets. We also are automatically generating the test plans based on the syntax and semantics of the protocol without manual intervention. This represents a novel cross-fertilization between the software transformation and the security communities.

2. System Structure

Figure 1 shows the overall structure of our system. At the bottom of the figure we have a network containing the test system and a client system that is interacting with the test system. A sniffer is used to capture a valid protocol data unit (PDU) that was sent from the client to the test system. A PDU may be a single packet, or it may be spread over multiple packets. The PDU at this point in time is a binary data file. This file is decoded into a textual representation by a decoder.

The markup and execution engine, implemented in TXL[5], are used to generate variants of the packet which are then re-encoded and injected into the network. The original, valid packet is injected between each of the mutated packets to verify that the test system is still functional and responsive.

The markup and execution approach is modeled on previous software evolution and transformation research [6]. This approach separates the planning of the testing suite from the execution of the testing suite. The markup that is generated is rather simple. It includes markup to delete a field, change the encoding of a field,
duplicate a field, change the value of a field, and other similar tasks. The execution engine carries out most of the markup (encoding markup is carried out by the encoder). Thus markup is always done on the original valid packet, may generate more than one packet, while execution generates the modified packets. The markup phase may generate more than one marked up packet, each of which is independent. This separation of concerns is important. Testing strategies that depend on simultaneous changes to multiple fields communicate through the markup. That is, they make markup to simultaneous fields. The execution engine, responsible for implementing the transforms, need not know about relationships between fields.

The description of the protocol contains a variety of information. It contains the syntax of the protocol, transfer encoding information and semantic information such as constraints between fields, ordering of sequences and if the sequence must be unique. Most protocols are described in a document which contains the syntax of the protocol in a standard form such as EBNF or ASN.1[7]. The semantic constraints of the protocol tend to be described in the prose of the document. Some means of describing these constraints in addition to the syntax is needed. We are interested in identifying the constraints that exist both between fields of a given PDU (current work) and between PDUs in a sequence (future work).

When investigating existing protocol description languages, we discovered that almost all of them describe the syntax of the protocol, some describe the transfer syntax, and some describe the semantics of the protocol either as finite state machines or as high level algorithms. We are looking for constraints such as the permissible values of a version field, the relationship between a length field and the data item governed by the length field, or that a sequence of items must be unique.

In state and algorithm based protocol languages, extracting these relationships and constraints can be difficult. Furthermore, many of the protocols we are interested in are not currently described in these extended languages. Requiring a test engineer to translate the prose in a standard protocol description to a finite state machine in order to extract simple constraints seemed to be counter productive.

Figure 2 shows a description of our simple house description protocol in our protocol description language as a frame based protocol. Our protocol description language is an XML based extension to the existing ASN.1 standard. An XML markup is added to each non-terminal in the description and provides information about transfer encoding and constraints. In the Fig. 2, the transfer encoding for the first non-terminal (HDP_Packet) indicates that the number_of_houses field is encoded as a 4 byte integer. The constraint markup for the first non-terminal also indicates that the value of the first field (number_of_houses) gives the cardinality of the second field (houses). Other constraints include value constraints (e.g. version is 0, 1 or 2, range is 0 to 255), length constraints (cardinality is number of items, length is number of bytes). The third non-terminal(House) has a single markup indicating the transfer encoding for the house_number and family_name fields.

This description is designed for a human test engineer to read and write. Currently we are working on an Eclipse plugin which will allow the test engineer to author the ASN.1 directly and to enter the constraints interactively, never having to deal with the XML directly.

The information in this description is used in two ways. The first is to generate protocol syntax and transfer information for the decoder to decode the binary...
PDU that was retrieved from the network. It is also used by the encoder to re-encode the packet for injection.

The other way the protocol description is used is by the test planner. A design recovery extractor is run over the protocol description to generate an instance of an ER model that contains the information in the protocol in a form easily used by the test planner. Protocols usually describe more than one PDU types (multiple request PDU types, various response PDU types). The ER instance contains the constraints for all of the PDU types, which includes constraints not relevant to the captured PDU. So the first task of the test planner is to filter the information in the ER instance based on the PDU to be mutated. The test planner then invokes appropriate test plans for each of the remaining constraints. These are invoked by using the markup engine to markup the appropriate fields. The approach currently in progress is table driven, with the first field in the table identifying the constraint type identifying one or more strategies which leads to a template expression that marks up the fields involved in the constraint. For example, the cardinality constraint given in Figure 2 leads to several mutant PDUs where the value of the number_of_houses field disagrees with the number of House entities in the houses field.

3. Current Status

The base system for DER based protocols (e.g. X.509[11,12] and SNMP[3]) was completed as part of Yves Turcotte's M.Sc. Thesis[15]. This comprises the sniffer, the decoder, markup and execution engines, the encoder and the injector. A scripting tool that drove the markup engine to markup the appropriate fields. The approach currently in progress is table driven, with the first field in the table identifying the constraint type identifying one or more strategies which leads to a template expression that marks up the fields involved in the constraint. For example, the cardinality constraint given in Figure 2 leads to several mutant PDUs where the value of the number_of_houses field disagrees with the number of House entities in the houses field.

4. Future Work

The system we have described is a very general infrastructure with a great deal of potential. Some of the future work we are planning on pursuing include:

HDP_Packet ::= SEQUENCE {
    number_of_houses INTEGER
    houses Houses
}
<size>
    number_of_houses is 4 bytes
</size>
<constraints>
Cardinality(houses):=number_of_houses
</constraints>

Figure 2. Protocol description of the House Description Protocol

Houses := SEQUENCE OF House
House ::= SEQUENCE {
    house_number INTEGER
    family_name VisibleString
}
<size>
    house_number is 2 bytes
    family_name is 100 bytes
</size>

X.509 protocol which increased the processing time of a certificate from a fraction of a second to over two hours of CPU time. As ASN.1/DER based protocols are self describing, this system is completely protocol independent. That is, the system has no knowledge of the protocol syntax or semantics.

This infrastructure was extended by Dr. Oded Tal[14] to handle frame based protocols (e.g. OSPF). This involved adding a simple description of the protocol that was used by the decoder and encoder to translate between the binary and textual forms of the PDUs. But it also involved investigation of the types of errors that apply to frame based protocols. For example, some of the syntax based mutations appropriate to DER based protocols do not apply to frame based protocols. Deleting a field from the middle packet simply shortens the packet and the test system will interpret the following field as the contents of the deleted field. Thus, deleting a field is the same as generating random values for subsequent fields. Similarly encoding errors are limited. The possible DER vulnerability of valid over length integer values is not reasonable in a protocol which mandates a single length to fields.

However mutations based on values of fields and on relationships between values of fields are effective. For example, in OSPF there is a field within the packet describing the length of some data fields in the packet. In some implementations, this field is used, even if it says that the data in the packet is longer than the length of the packet itself. This leads to segmentation faults on Unix systems and system failures in Windows 2000 Server. To the best of our knowledge, this is a new vulnerability.

The protocol description language and the test planner are currently in the process of being implemented and integrated into the system.
State based protocols. The current protocols we have investigated are state independent protocols. That is, the protocols exist as request/response exchanges. Send a request to a server get a response. Each request is, in some sense, independent. Extending the framework to deal with stateful protocols such as Voice over IP protocols is an interesting avenue to pursue. This will involve analyzing constraints between packets and generating mutated packet sequences.

The protocols described are also currently binary protocols. Textual protocols such as HTTP, SMTP and SOAP (XML over HTTP) can also be security tested using a transformation based process. The interesting part of these protocols is that the decoder/encoder becomes redundant, and transfer encoding is textual.

The current approach is also based on a black box approach. On some occasions when we have had source code to the test system, we have tracked down the bug in the system manually. Expanding to a white box style of testing has some potential. One option is to use the erroneous PDU to isolate the error automatically. The other option is to use a lightweight program comprehension/design recovery step to identify potential security failures in the system. A full comprehension approach can be expensive both in time and resources. A lightweight identification could be more aggressive in identifying potential vulnerabilities which are used to provide information to the test planner.

Alternatively, we can have the developers provide some information to the test planner. The recent OSPF bug exposed a dependency in some versions of CISCO routers between certain requests and the value of the hello timer in the router. While the implementation of the hello timer is not part of the protocol, the existence and the relationship between the hello timer and certain PDUs is. So adding abstract implementation entities and the relationship to the protocol description can help test the implementations.

5. Conclusions

This paper has presented some of the ongoing research into network security at the Royal Military College of Canada and Queen’s University. This research is the direct result of combining current research approaches from two very diverse communities: the software evolution and transformation community and the software security community.
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